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ABSTRACT
Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are a unique type of metallic alloys which exhibit a reversible,
crystallographic phase transformation between austenite and martensite. SMAs have found appli-
cations in a number of industries, including the biomedical, aerospace, and automotive industries.
However most of these applications are either non-critical or the SMAs have been severely overde-
signed. Part of the reason for these limitations is due to a lack of understanding in exactly how
these materials change throughout their lifetime.
In this work, various aspects related to the change in SMA components are studied throughout
their functional lifetime, both with respect to how the material changes within a single phase trans-
formation cycle, as well as how the internal microstructure evolves throughout the entire lifetime
of the SMA component. The first part of this work focuses on the effect of phase transforma-
tion within a single phase transformation cycle by considering the redistribution of stresses during
phase transformation in notched cylindrical SMA bars under both pseudoelastic and thermal ac-
tuation loading paths. These notches are tailored to achieve stress concentrations of varying mag-
nitude in order to see how different stress concentrations affect the phase transformation within a
single phase transformation cycle. The results indicate that the size of the notches have a direct im-
pact on the evolution of the phase transformation, changing from a linear propagation for shallow
notches to a spherical propagation for sharp notches. Furthermore, for notch sizes in which both
phase transformation propagation patterns exist, numerical results indicate that the stress redistri-
bution may lead to phase transformation reversal. Experimental efforts show general agreement in
terms of both surface level measurements as well as fracture surface analysis. In addition, neutron
diffraction experiments provide an additional level of validation for the numerical results due to
the ability to monitor the crystal structure of the experimental specimens during testing.
Beyond studying the effect of the phase transformation in a single cycle for a SMA with a stress
concentration, it is also necessary to consider the effect of the phase transformation throughout the
lifetime of a SMA actuator. In the second portion of this work, SMA actuators are analyzed using
ii
X-Ray Computed MicroTomography in order to determine the evolution of internal damage as a
function of actuation fatigue life. The data shows that the internal damage evolves in a non-linear
manner, with a rapid nucleation of damage at the beginning of the fatigue life, followed by a slow
growth until close to the end of life, when damage coalesces and starts to grow exponentially. The
captured internal damage evolution behavior has been introduced into a SMA constitutive model
and results are presented showing that the proposed internal damage accumulation model is able to
capture the evolution of internal damage well throughout the fatigue lifetime, as well as predict the
cycles to failure for a SMA actuator. Based on an understanding of how internal damage nucleates
and grows throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime of a SMA component, it is in turn possible
to link this damage growth back to stress concentrations and therefore utilize this knowledge to
understand how stress will redistribute within each thermal actuation cycle for a SMA actuator.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the course of human history, the materials used in systems have been in a constant state
of change. Indeed entire time periods of history reflect the importance of the changes in materials
being used, such as the bronze age, iron age, and copper age. These changes in material "age"
can often be ascribed to changes in the way that materials are treated. Many of these changes
have been due to alloying and/or changes in the processing of various metals in order to obtain
previously unobtainable properties. Through such changes it has been possible to tailor materials
in order to obtain desired responses. Furthermore, alloying and processing changes have lead to
the discovery of new phenomena in materials which were previously unknown. Such is the case
for Shape Memory Alloys.
1.1 Shape Memory Alloy Behavior
Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are part of the class of materials known active materials, mean-
ing that these materials can both sense and actuate. As shown in Fig. 1.1, there are a number of
materials which fall into this class of materials including piezoelectric ceramics, ionic electroactive
polymers, and SMAs, to name a few [2]. In sensing applications, these materials are able sense
a mechanical input and generate a non-mechanical output, while in actuation applications a non-
mechanical input is converted into a mechanical output. For SMAs, this coupling is between the
mechanical and thermal energy of the system, which leads to a reversible, solid-to-solid, diffusion-
less, crystallographic phase transformation between austenite and martensite [3]. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 1.1, although SMAs do not have the highest amount of actuation strain, SMAs do
have the highest actuation energy density (actuation stress multiplied by actuation strain).
There are multiple loading paths frequently utilized through which the phase transformation in
SMAs are utilized. One such loading path can be utilized to effectively describe the shape memory
effect (SME), depicted in Fig. 1.2. In this loading path, the SMA starts at a high temperature under
zero stress, labeled as point A in Fig. 1.2. Under these thermo-mechanical conditions, the ma-
1
Figure 1.1: Actuation strain v. actuation strain for active materials, with corresponding actuation
energy density increasing from bottom left to top right.
terial is in the austenitic phase. Upon cooling through the martensitic Start (MS) and then below
the martensitic Finish (MF ) temperatures while under zero stress, the SMA undergoes the for-
ward phase transformation from austenite into twinned martensite (point B). Once in the twinned
martensitic phase, while maintaining a constant temperature, application of a sufficient stress level
will lead to detwinning of the crystal structure, resulting in detwinned martensite (point C). During
the detwinning process, a significant amount of inelastic strain is introduced into the SMA, such
that upon unloading of the material to zero stress this inelastic strain remains in the SMA (point D).
However, upon heating of the SMA through the austenite start (AS) and then through the austenite
finish (AF ) temperatures, the inelastic strain can be recovered (point A) [2].
While the SME loading path is a good description of the overall phase transformation behavior
of SMAs and is important for historical reasons (which will be addressed in the next section),
this loading path is generally not practical in applications. Two more commonly utilized loading
paths are the pseudoelastic (isothermal) and the thermal actuation (isobaric) loading paths. In the
2
Figure 1.2: Thermomechanical path depicting the Shape Memory Effect in 3D space.
thermal actuation loading path, the SMA is loaded to a fixed stress level while at a temperature
well above AF (in order to ensure the SMA is fully austenitic). The temperature is then reduced,
inducing the forward transformation and leading to the formation of actuation strain. The forward
phase transformation is noted experimentally to start at a temperature corresponding to point 1
in Fig. 1.3 and to complete at point 2. Upon heating the SMA back to the original temperature,
the actuation strain can be recovered. The recovery of the actuation strain is found to begin at a
temperature corresponding to point 3 in Fig. 1.3 and complete at the temperature corresponding
to point 4. Such a thermal actuation loading path is shown in Fig. 1.4 for a SMA composed of
Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20 which has been loaded in tension to 300 MPa. It should be noted, however, that
the transformation temperatures while under stress are higher than the transformation temperatures
at zero stress. As such the transformation temperatures at stress level σ can be written as MσS , M
σ
F ,
AσS , and A
σ
F . Performing such thermal actuation loading paths at multiple different load levels
and plotting the evolution of MσS , M
σ
F , A
σ
S , and A
σ
F as a function of these stress levels leads to
the generation of a phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1.3. The lines coming from the zero stress
transformation temperature are referred to as the Clasius-Clapeyron curves and show the effect of
stress on the phase transformation temperatures.
3
Figure 1.3: Phase Diagram for Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20.
Figure 1.4: Actuation loading for Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20 under 300 MPa.
Given the phase diagram for a SMA, it is frequently possible to find some temperature close to
AF for which application of stress to the SMA, while maintaining a constant temperature, will lead
to forward transformation into martensite. Furthermore, since this is done above AF , removal of
the stress will return the SMA into the austenitic phase. Such a loading path is known as the pseu-
doelastic loading path. Many additional loading paths are available within the stress/temperature
4
space and have lead to the utilization of SMAs in a variety of different applications.
1.2 Shape Memory Alloy History and Applications
As mentioned in the previous section, much interest has been generated in SMAs due to their
reversible martensitic phase transformation. Such a solid to solid phase transformation has been
known to exist for various alloys since 1932, when Ölander determined that gold-cadmium alloys
which, when deformed plastically while cool, could recover their original shape when heated [4].
There were a few more alloys discovered in the 1930s - 1950s which also exhibited SME behavior
including copper-zinc and copper-tin [5], indium-thallium, and copper-aluminum-nickel, as well
as some additional works attempting to describe the fundamental phenomenon for the SME [6, 7].
In spite of this prior work exhibiting the SME in a variety of alloys, the big breakthrough
for SMAs came from William Buehler and co-workers at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL)
in the late 1950s and early 1960s [8, 9]. In 1958, Buehler was attempting to find a metallic alloy
which could withstand the high temperature rigors of a missile re-entry nose cone. While searching
for materials that could potentially satisfy the requirements, Buehler selected equiatomic nickel-
titanium (NiTi) as a system for further investigation. As part of their studies, Buehler and co-
workers tested the relative brittleness of the various alloys they were considering. As they were
testing equiatomic NiTi, it was found that at a temperature above room temperature, the alloy rang
brilliantly when struck, however sounded leaden-like when cooled below room temperature. This
acoustic difference lead the team to pursue research into NiTi further. Then, as a demonstration
of the fatigue resistance in NiTi, Buehler brought a strip of NiTi bent into an accordion shape to
a NOL management meeting. During the meeting, Dr. David Muzzey applied heat from his pipe
lighter to the strip and immediately the strip extended with considerable force. This was definitive
proof of the SME in NiTi, and since this time the term NiTiNOL has been used extensively as an
acknowledgment of this work conducted on nickel-titanium at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.
Since the discovery of SME in NiTiNOL by Buehler and co-workers, much additional work
has been performed to both understand and exploit the unique properties of SMAs. The first
commercially successful use of a SMA was the Raychem Corporation CryoFit pipe coupler for
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the F-14 jet fighter aircraft [10]. Numerous additional applications have been found for SMAs in
a variety of industries [11], including consumer products [12, 13], automotive [14, 15], aerospace
[16–18], robotics [19, 20], biomedical [21–23], and even fashion [24]. Looking more closely at the
aerospace industry, Hartl and Lagoudas put out a nice review of some of the existing work utilizing
SMAs [25], including applications work done as part of the Smart Wing program [26–29] in which
the goal was to develop and demonstrate the use of active materials to optimize the performance of
lifting bodies. Many additional applications are also reviewed including the SAMPSON project to
reconfigure the shape of a jet engine inlet [30], variable geometry chevrons for balancing between
noise mitigation and drag reduction [31–35], and rotorblade angle twist [36, 37].
Clearly a number of current applications exist for utilizing SMAs across a number of indus-
tries, and more potential applications are under development. However it should be noted that in
most of these applications, either the SMAs are utilized in non-critical applications or the SMA
components are severely overdesigned. One of the primary reasons why SMAs are limited to such
design methods is due to a lack of understanding of the fatigue behavior of these alloys. In order
to enable the future use of SMAs, it is therefore of critical importance to understand how the phase
transformation in SMAs evolves, both within a single cycle as well as throughout their fatigue
lifetime.
1.3 Stress Redistribution during Phase Transformation in Shape Memory Alloys
Much work has been done in SMAs in terms of trying to understand the phase transformation.
It is generally well understood that, for NiTi based alloys and their associated tertiary alloys (in
which a third element is added, such as Hf, Pd, Pt, Zr, etc.), the austenite phase has a highly
symmetric B2 crystal structure, while the martensite phase is composed of the monoclinic B19’
crystal structure [3, 38]. Furthermore, the phase transformation is known to propagate along a
habit plane, effectively separating the regions of the crystal structure containing the B2 and the
B19’ crystal structures. Additionally, as mentioned in Sec. 1.1, the martensitic phase can exist
either in a twinned or detwinned crystal structure, depending on the loading history of the material.
Therefore, due to the physical reorientation of atoms, it is also known that the phase transformation
6
and detwinning process lead to a stress redistribution.
In addition, as shown in Fig. 1.3, the phase transformation is affected by the local stress state
of the material. The local stress state of the material is known to be affected by a combination of
various local stress concentrators, including grain boundaries [39–41], precipitates [42–44], and
geometrical features. Many of these stress concentration sources will exist in SMA components
as they are introduced into applications. Therefore understanding how a stress concentration will
affect the phase transformation and the associated stress redistribution is critical.
It has also been shown that stress concentrations can have a profound impact on the fracture of
SMAs, particularly during phase transformation. Gollerthan et al. experimentally showed that in
compact tension specimens, pseudoelastic experiments indicate the formation of martensite around
the crack tip prior to failure of the specimens [45]. Similarly, Baxevanis et al. [46] showed that
in double notched plate specimens, the presence of these stress concentrations during forward
transformation may lead to failure during forward phase transformation while the specimen is
subjected to loads as low as 60% of the ultimate tensile stress for the same specimen while in
either austenite or martensite(in this study, they used notches on a flat plate to induce the stress
concentration). The failure during forward transformation under loads well below the ultimate
tensile load was further explored by Jape et al. [47], in which they found that martensite formation
near the crack tip in compact tension specimens during cooling under isobaric conditions tends
to drive the crack propagation due to an increase in the critical energy release rate as the SMA
transforms from austenite into martensite. It is therefore necessary to understand the effect of
stress concentrations during phase transformation in order to utilize SMAs safely.
One method which has been utilized extensively to study the effect of stress concentrations is
through the use of notched cylindrical specimens. This method of utilizing notched cylinders is
frequently used across a number of materials in order to induce as triaxial state of stress [48–52].
By varying the size of these notches, it is possible to study a vast array of triaxiality ratios induced
by the variation in the stress concentrations. For clarification, the term triaxiality refers to a ratio
between the hydrostatic stress at a point versus an equivalent stress (typically the von Mises stress
7
Figure 1.5: Notched cylindrical Specimen with 3.9mm radius notch and 1.95mm radius in plane
of minimum cross section, leading to notch acuity of 0.5 ( a
R
= 0.5).
is used as the equivalent stress state) [53]. The triaxiality ratio can be written as
η =
(σH
σ
)
=
σ1 + σ2 + σ3
3
+
√
1/2[(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ3 − σ1)2] (1.1)
Use of such specimens can be traced by to Bridgman in 1964 for the purposes of studying
fracture [53]. A sample of such a notched specimen is given in Fig. 1.5, in which a notched
cylinder is shown with a notch radius, R, of 3.9 mm and a radius for the plane of minimum cross
section, a, of 1.95 mm. In keeping with the Bridgman notation as well as with the Code of Practice
for Notched Bar Creep Rupture Testing and multiple other studies [54–57], the following document
will identify triaxiality specimens using the notch acuity ratio defined as a
R
.
For SMAs within a single crystallographic phase, the analytical formulas derived by Bridgman
in terms of determining the triaxiality ratio are useful. However, when SMAs undergo phase trans-
formation, the analytically determined triaxiality ratios are no longer valid due to the redistribution
of stress throughout the SMA. As a function of the phase transformation, and in particular during
phase transformation, the hydrostatic stress will change. There has been some prior work by Olsen
et al. attempting to study the effect of varying the notch acuity in SMAs [51]. In this study, the
authors studied notched cylindrical specimens with 3 notch acuities ( a
R
= 0.8, 1, 1.33) in order to
experimentally determine the change in fracture properties due to the variation in specimen geom-
etry. They found that increasing the notch acuity results in a loss of ductility which manifests as a
reduction in fracture strain.
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Table 1.1: Cycles to failure for SMA applications. Adapted from [1]
Application Cycles to Failure
Tube Coupling 101
Electrical Connectors 102
Thermal valve control 104
Orthodontic archwires 104
Robotic Fingers 106
Damping 108
1.4 Fatigue in Shape Memory Alloys
The study of the effect of phase transformation in a single cycle is definitely important in order
to understand how SMAs behave. However in most practical applications, SMAs will generally
not be subject to a single phase transformation cycle and it is therefore necessary not only to
understand the behavior of a SMA component within a single phase transformation cycle, but
also how the SMA component will evolve throughout its functional lifetime. The term functional
lifetime used herein refers to the amount of phase transformation cycles the SMA component can
undergo prior to failure. As shown in Table 1.1, although there are some applications for which a
SMA component will only be actuated once, most applications require the repeated actuation of
SMA components. Therefore, in order to be able to utilize SMAs, it is necessary to understand
how SMA components will behave under cyclic phase transformation.
The concept of cyclic phase transformation is analogous to the concept of fatigue. Indeed, in
traditional fatigue, a material is subjected to cyclic mechanical loading. As a function of fatigue,
various forms of damage will be introduced into the material, including the nucleation of voids,
cracks, and other types of damage. These various types of internal damage lead to stress concen-
trations within the material and eventually materials subjected to fatigue will fail as a result of the
internal damage they sustain.
SMAs are also subject to such cyclic mechanical fatigue in a single phase of the material,
which will hence forth be referred to as structural fatigue in accordance with the existing literature
[58, 59]. The behavior of SMAs under structural fatigue conditions are typical of metals with high
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cycle fatigue lifetimes. One of the earliest works on structural fatigue in SMAs was conducted
by Melton and Mercier [60] in which they found that the evolution of the stress-strain response in
NiTi could be attributed to dislocation activity.
On the other hand, given that dislocation activity is related to the motion of atomic planes
through a material, it is therefore no surprise that repeated phase transformation, which is asso-
ciated with the motion of atoms, would also lead to fatigue. As such, the term functional fatigue
has been introduced to describe fatigue due to repeated phase transformation [58, 59]. The area of
functional fatigue can be further subdivided into the primary phase transformation inducing mech-
anisms, that is into pseudoelastic fatigue (due to stress induced phase transformation) or actuation
fatigue (due to thermally induced phase transformation). Both of these loading paths are depicted
in Fig. 1.3 and extensive research has been done in this area of functional fatigue [42, 59, 61–85].
Much of this research on functional fatigue has been focused on pseudoelastic fatigue due to the
use of SMAs in various biomedical related applications. It has been shown that for such pseudoe-
lastic loading paths, the SMA components being utilized are able to sustain over 107 transformation
cycles prior to failure in cases where the maximum strain is less than 1% but may be as small as
103 for actuation strains exceeding 3% [86]. In these studies, the pseudoelastic actuation fatigue
lifetime is typically dictated by the alloy under consideration, the processing parameters (heat
treatment, hot/cold working, etc), the surface finish (as cast, machined, polished, etc), amount of
transformation, and maximum applied load [42, 70–72, 74–78, 80, 85].
Compared to pseudelastic fatigue, the area of actuation fatigue has received relatively less
attention. One of the reasons for such a discrepancy in the amount of research conducted on actu-
ation fatigue is due to the time requirement needed to conduct such fatigue experiments [87]. In
contrast to pseudoelastic fatigue, where transformation cycles can be completed as quickly as the
load can be cycled, actuation fatigue requires that thermal energy be introduced and removed from
the SMA in order to complete a phase transformation cycle. During actuation fatigue, preliminary
cycling will lead to the rapid accumulation of some level of irrecoverable strain, which is com-
monly referred to as transformation induced plasticity (TRIP). This preliminary cycling period is
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Figure 1.6: Cyclic evolution of hysteresis due to phase transformation in Ni60Ti40 subject to a
tensile load of 300 MPa.
known as training and is used to stabilize the elastic and transformation properties of the SMA.
Such evolution in TRIP is evident due to incomplete closure of the hysteresis loops as shown in
Fig. 1.6. The evolution of TRIP during actuation fatigue can be determined by monitoring the
evolution of strain at the highest temperature. Therefore, based on the hysteresis plot as shown
in Fig. 1.6, it is possible to define the strain at the highest temperature as the austenite strain, the
strain at the lowest temperature as the martensite strain, and the difference between these values
as the Actuation strain. Such definitions allow for monitoring the evolution of the strain behavior
throughout the actuation fatigue life as shown in Fig. 1.7. Based on Fig. 1.7, this initial evolution
of irrecoverable strain, which corresponds to the austenite strain curve, increases quickly at the
beginning of life but then the accumulation of irrecoverable strain either slows or stops through the
rest of the actuation fatigue lifetime.
The first study on actuation fatigue up to failure, published by Bigeon and Morin, found a
strong relation between applied stress and cycles to failure [74]. Also, in contrast to structural
fatigue which is similar to high cycle fatigue, it was found that SMAs under actuation fatigue
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Figure 1.7: Evolution of austenite strain, martensite strain and Actuation strain throughout actua-
tion fatigue lifetime in Ni60Ti40 subject to a tensile load of 300 MPa.
are subject to low cycle fatigue. Much additional work has been performed since on the subject
of actuation fatigue [58, 61, 65–68, 79, 81–84, 88–90]. Some specific work of interest for the
following discussion was conducted by Mammano and Dragoni which also found a correlation
between applied stress and cycles to failure [68], similar to the results of Bigeon and Morin. Others
have found a stronger relation between irrecoverable strain and cycles to failure [81, 91]. In the
works of Calhoun [92] and Agboola et al. [61], where Ni-rich SMAs were studied, precipitation
hardened NiTi alloys subjected to constant load conditions were studied and it was found that a
power-law relationship existed between the cycles to failure and the actuation work, that is the
actuation stress multiplied by actuation strain. This power-law relationship was built as shown in
Eq. 1.2, where the terms Cd and γd are calibration parameters based on a series of uniaxial test
results.
Nf = (
σt
Cd
)γd (1.2)
Building on this observation, Calhoun et al. [67] developed a fatigue life prediction tool based
on the Smith, Watson, Topper critical plane model [93]. A further work of interest was conducted
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by Schick [84] who conducted the first actuation fatigue experiments on plate actuators and exam-
ined the effect of the high volume fraction of Ni in Ni60Ti40 on the lifetime of these plates under
constant load. Based on both the works of Calhoun et al. and Schick, Wheeler et al. [87] intro-
duced an integral formulation for the actuation work in order to account for partial transformation
cycles, as well as variable loading.
Several studies have also attempted to look at various aspects related to failure due to functional
fatigue. In the work by Karhu and Lindroos [78], they utilized optical microscopy to observe the
surface of SMA wires under actuation fatigue and found that although some surface cracks were
detected during the actuation fatigue lifetime, the largest detected surface crack did not correspond
to the location of the failure. They also obtained some scanning electron microscope (SEM) im-
ages in order to observe the fracture surface and found that multiple distinct zones existed on the
fracture surface, from smooth to rough, indicating transitions between crack propagation and duc-
tile overload. In the work by Bertacchini et al. [88], the post portem surface of SMA wires were
examined using SEM and they found that surface cracks on the SMA wires were periodic. SEM
images were also taken of the fracture surfaces and the influence of corrosion on the fatigue life
was discussed. In the works by Schick [84] and Calhoun [67], various additional surface level
observations of cracks were taken and correlated back to the presence of Ni-rich precipitates in the
matrix. In the work by Eggeler et al. [58], SMA wires were subjected to pseudoelastic fatigue and
the authors propose a mechanism for failure due to rotation of the wires. This proposed failure
mode is a direct result of post mortem SEM analysis of the fracture surface rather than basd on de-
termination of in-situ damage accumulation observations. From a modeling perspective, Chemisky
et al. [94] developed a damage accumulation model which assumes a linear relationship between
the accumulation of damage and the number of cycles to failure under actuation fatigue.
1.5 Goals and Objectives
In order to examine the effect of phase transformation in SMAs throughout the entire lifetime
of a SMA actuator, it is necessary to understand the effect of the phase transformation within
a single phase transformation cycle as well as during repeated cycling. As has been stated in
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Sec. 1.4, the formation of damage due to fatigue is directly linked with the formation of stress
concentrations. To this end, there are two primary goals for this work, one studying the effect
of stress concentrations on the phase transformation within a single phase transformation cycle,
and the second goal looking at the evolution of damage within a SMA actuator due to cyclic
phase transformation. The study of each of these goals will be performed both numerically and
experimentally, leading to 4 individual sections which will constitute the body chapters of this
dissertation.
1.5.1 Stress Redistribution Due to Phase Transformation
As stated previously, during phase transformation, the atoms locally move due to the crystallo-
graphic reconfiguration. This crystallographic reconfiguration leads to a redistribution in the stress
throughout the specimen. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the interaction between phase
transformation and stress redistribution within a single phase transformation cycle in order to un-
derstand how each phase transformation cycle will affect the stress throughout the entire lifetime
of a SMA actuator.
1.5.1.1 Simulation of Stress Redistribution in Notched Cylindrical Shape Memory Alloys
By simulating the phase transformation in a number of notched cylinders with different notch
acuity ratios, it is possible to investigate the effect of different stress concentrations. By coupling
the magnitude of the stress concentration to the phase transformation, it is therefore possible to
investigate how the various stress concentrations affect the stress redistribution in a SMA specimen
due to phase transformation. Therefore, it is a primary goal of this work to analyze how the stress
concentrations due to the notches in notched cylindrical SMA bars lead to variation in the phase
transformation due to stress redistribution. Both thermal actuation and pseudoelastic loading paths
will be considered. A spectrum of notched cylindrical SMA bars are used, ranging in notch acuity
from 0.2 to 50. Utilization of numerical simulations across this range of notch acuities allows for
a number of different and interesting phenomena to be investigated.
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1.5.1.2 Experimental Validation of Thermal Actuation Simulations in Notched Cylindrical Shape
Memory Alloy Bars.
The results of the simulations provide some interesting perspectives on the effect of stress
redistribution in SMA components. In order to validate these results, a number of experiments
were also conducted, using both Ni50.8Ti49.2 as well as Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20. Experiments at TAMU
were able to capture overall surface strain behavior. Additional experiments utilizing neutron
diffraction performed at Oak Ridge National Lab provide further experimental insight into the
phase transformation of the material through quantitative analysis of the crystal structure of the
material as a function of temperature. Furthermore, it is the goal of this dissertation to show a
correlation between the numerical and experimental results, and utilize the numerical results to
help explain the difference in crack initiation and propagation.
1.5.2 Damage Evolution in a Shape Memory Alloys undergoing Phase Transformation via
Thermal Actuation
As stated previously, SMA actuators will generally be utilized through multiple actuation cy-
cles. Therefore in order to understand the effect of phase transformation in a SMA from a damage
perspective, it is necessary to not only analyze the effect of stress concentrations within a single
cycle, but also to understand how these stress concentrations nucleate and evolve throughout the
actuation fatigue lifetime.
1.5.2.1 Characterization of Damage Evolution
Surface cracks are known to nucleate and evolve during the actuation fatigue lifetime. However
it is unclear how internal damage evolves during the actuation fatigue lifetime of SMA components.
It is therefore a goal of this dissertation to determine how internal damage forms and evolves during
the actuation fatigue lifetime. The primary method for this analysis is through the use of X-ray
computed microtomography as a non-destructive method to evaluate local areas within the SMA
actuators that present cracks. All SMA specimens are fatigued utilizing previously established
actuation fatigue testing methods [87]. The experimental technique used allowed for monitoring
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of both the local and global strain evolution. Additional testing was performed in order to monitor
the evolution of the effective elastic modulus throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime.
1.5.2.2 Actuation Fatigue Damage Evolution Model Refinement
Based on the damage evolution characterization results, it is found that damage evolves in SMA
actuators in a non-linear fashion. Therefore it is a further goal of this work to refine existing actu-
ation fatigue damage evolution models by introducing these non-linear effects. As will be shown
in Ch. 4, three distinct phases of damage evolution can be obtained from the damage evolution
characterization. As such, a linear decomposition is introduced to account for these differences in
damage evolution. The initial damage evolution is shown to follow the evolution of irrecoverable
strain, giving some credence to the actuation fatigue lifetime models based on irrecoverable strain.
However the later damage evolution is shown to be exponential, in accordance with typical fatigue
models. Therefore, an exponential term is also utilized to capture the damage evolution with a par-
ticular focus on damage growth and coalescence near the end of fatigue life. The proposed damage
evolution model is introduced into a thermodynamically consistent phenomenological modeling
framework and then implemented in order to show the applicability of the damage model to pre-
dict the accumulation of damage throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime, as well as enable the
predication of the actuation fatigue lifetime under arbitrary loading conditions.
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2. SIMULATION OF STRESS REDISTRIBUTION IN NOTCHED CYLINDRICAL SHAPE
MEMORY ALLOYS 1
Throughout the functional life of a SMA, it will undergo numerous phase transformations. As
mentioned in Ch. 1, each time a SMA undergoes a phase transformation, the atoms will physically
move, leading to a redistribution in the stress field inside the SMA member. Furthermore, as SMA
members are attached and/or embedded within structures, they will necessarily be subjected to
various stress concentrators, either due to the attachment points themselves or due to the introduc-
tion of damage as the SMAs undergo fatigue. Therefore, the following chapters will focus on how
stress concentrations affect the phase transformation through the use of notched cylindrical SMA
bars. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5, the size of stress concentrations within
SMAs undergoing repeated phase transformation will tend to increase. Therefore, it is useful to
study the effect of stress concentrations of various sizes within a single phase transformation cycle
in order to develop a better understanding of how the stress field within a SMA component will
change over the course of the lifetime of the SMA component.
The balanced use of both numerics and experiments is useful in order to be able to explore a
wide scope of parameters, while at the same time ensure physically obtainable behavior. To that
end, both numerical and experimental results were obtained in the following study. The numerical
results allow for a large range of notch acuities to be explored, while the experimental results are
utilized to ensure the numerical results can be physically realized. In this chapter, various notched
cylindrical SMA bars will be simulated in order to determine the effect of stress redistribution dur-
ing phase transformation, while the experimental results will be presented in the following chapter.
There are three main sections to this chapter. First, the approaches utilized for the numerical anal-
1Portions of this chapter reprinted with permission from "Effect of Stress Redistribution during Thermal Actuation
of Shape Memory Alloys in Notched Cylindrical Bars" by Francis R. Phillips and Dimitris C. Lagoudas, 2018, Journal
of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures.
Additional portions of this chapter reprinted with permission from "Effect of Triaxiality on Phase Transformation
in Ni50.8Ti Notched Cylindrical Bars" by Phillips, F.R., Jape, S., Baxevanis, T., and Lagoudas, D.C., 2017, 25th
AIAA/AHS Adaptive Structures Conference.
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ysis of the impact of phase transformation on stress redistribution in pseudoelastic and thermal
actuation loading paths are discussed. Then the results for notched cylindrical SMA bars subjected
to pseudoelastic loading will be presented. Such pseudoelastic loading provides some interesting
insight on how stress redistributes during transformation due to the fact that such loading utilizes
stress to induce phase transformation. Section 2.3 then presents simulations on notched cylindri-
cal SMA bars subjected to thermal actuation loading paths. These thermal actuation simulations
highlight the importance of the stress redistribution further since, as will be shown through these
simulations under constant load, the stress redistribution can have a profound impact on the evolu-
tion of the phase transformation.
2.1 Numerical Approach
As stated in Sec. 1.3, a number of previous studies exist which utilized notched cylindrical
bars in order to explore the effect of stress concentrations on a variety of materials and under a
number of conditions [48–53]. The use of such notched cylindrical bars allows for the application
of stress along the primary axis of revolution of the cylinder, while geometric effects due to the
notch induce a triaxial state of stress. Therefore, it was decided to use such notched cylindrical bars
to investigate the effect of the stress concentration induced by the notches to explore the resulting
behavior in SMAs.
In order to determine the effect of notch acuity on the stress redistribution for a wider range
of stress concentrations then would be possible experimentally, a number of test specimens were
generated. These specimens range in notch acuity, a
R
, from 0.2 to 50, in addition to a nominally
smooth cylindrical dogbone specimen to use for verification of model calibration (see Fig. 2.1).
By utilizing this range of notch acuities, it is possible to account for a wide variation in stress
concentrations which may be found in practical applications where a cylindrical member is held in
place through a circular hole. Due to the symmetry of the cylindrical specimens, only a quarter of
the specimens was utilized for the simulations. For all simulations in this chapter, 4-node thermally
coupled tetrahedrons were used as meshing elements. Two sizes of mesh were utilized throughout
the specimens: a coarse mesh in the grip region and a fine mesh starting half way into the region
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with the initial radius reduction and going through the notched portion of the specimen. A sample
of how the specimens were meshed is shown in Fig. 2.2 for the a
R
= 1 specimen.
Figure 2.1: Notched cylindrical bars with corresponding notch acuity.
Figure 2.2: Mesh for the a
R
= 1 specimen.
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In order to simulate the SMA constitutive response, the SMA constitutive model of Lagoudas
et al.[95] was utilized via implementation of the consitutive model into a user material subroutine
(UMAT) in ABAQUS. The model utilizes a J2 plasticity type phase transformation surface based
on the deviatoric von Mises stress in order to determine the pointwise behavior throughout the
material. The constitutive model material parameters used for all simulations are given in Table
2.1 and are based on experimental results for the smooth cylindrical dogbone using experimental
specimens and setup as described in Ch. 3. Further information on the model parameter character-
ization procedure can be found in the work by Hartl and Lagoudas [34].
Property Value
AS 262 K
AF 274 K
MS 255 K
MF 247 K
EA 56 GPa
EM 50 GPa
αA 2.5x10
−5 1
K
αM 2.5x10
−5 1
K
ν 0.33
CM 8.5 MPa/K
CA 8.2 MPa/K
Hmin 0
Hmax 0.065
Table 2.1: Material Properties used in SMA Model. Based on experimental results of smooth
specimens.
As a preliminary exploratory study of the effect of notch acuity on the phase transforma-
tion, a subset of these cylinders were selected for investigation utilizing the pseudoelastic loading
path, matching the notched cylindrical SMA bars used experimentally. For these simulations, the
smooth, a
R
= 0.5, and a
R
= 2.5 specimens were studied. The bottom of each specimen was fixed
and the temperature was held constant at 298 K, thereby mimicking the experimental conditions.
The specimens were then loaded to 200 MPa along the top of the specimens (200 MPa selected
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due to ability of the load to induce phase transformation in all specimens near the middle of the
pseudoelastic loading cycle).
In addition to the pseudoelastic simulations, a larger study was also performed for thermal
actuation loading paths under nominally constant force conditions. As such the bottom of each
cylinder was fixed, while a uniform initial load of 200 MPa was applied to the top surface. The
notched cylinders were initially at 500 K. While maintaining the load constant, the temperature was
then reduced to 225 K (below MF ) and subsequently heated back up to 500 K. The temperature is
assumed to be uniform throughout the entire specimens. Throughout the thermal actuation path,
the stress, strain, and martensitic volume fraction are monitored in order to determine the effect of
the thermal actuation loading path on these parameters.
In addition to the thermal actuation simulations performed as described above, additional ther-
mal actuation simulations were conducted in order to compare with experimental results. These
simulations for experimental comparison were performed in the same manner as described pre-
viously for the a
R
= 0.5 and a
R
= 2.5 specimens, however the temperature was cycled from 500
K to 310 K in accordance with the experimentally achievable minimum temperature as described
below. Also, for experimental comparison purposes, notch axial extension was obtained by com-
paring the distance between nodes at the top and bottom of notch. Similarly, notch radial extension
was obtained by monitoring the radial position of two points on the outside edge of the plan of
minimum cross section. The results of these simulations for use as comparison to the experimental
results will be saved for discussion in Sec. 3.3 after the experimental results are presented.
2.2 Pseudoelasticity in Notched Cylindrical Shape Memory Alloy Bars
A good place to start the analysis of the impact of stress concentrations on the phase transfor-
mation in SMAs is through loading paths directly related to the stress in a SMA since, as shown
in Fig. 1.3, the phase transformation in SMAs is directly related to the stress level in the material.
Therefore, the pseudoelastic loading path is first considered for notched cylindrical SMA bars.
In attempting to understand how a stress concentration affects the phase transformation and
associated stress redistribution, it is informative to first consider the evolution of the martensitic
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volume fraction is considered during a pseudoelastic test. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the forward
transformation initiates at the notches for the a
R
= 2.5 and a
R
= 0.5 specimens, as expected
due to the presence of the stress concentration. For the smooth specimen, the transformation
initiates throughout the center of the specimen, as expected since no distinct stress concentrations
are present. for the smooth specimen, the phase transformation then spreads above/below this point
of initiation as indicated in Fig. 2.4. However, as the transformation progresses in the a
R
= 0.5 and
a
R
= 2.5 specimens, the propagation of the transformation front is different, as also shown in Fig.
2.4. For the a
R
= 0.5 specimen the transformation goes through the center of the specimen first,
and then propagates above and below this region of minimum cross-section. On the other hand, for
the a
R
= 2.5, the transformation bands propagate around the center of the specimen in a spherical
pattern, meaning that regions along the central axis above and below the plane of minimum cross-
section transform prior to the region along the central axis on the plane of minimum cross-section.
This is a very interesting result which leads to a number of other interesting phenomena which
shall be discussed further below.
Another interesting aspect which bears investigation due to the difference in how the phase
transformation propagates based on the various notches is the distribution of stress in the speci-
mens, especially considering that the phase transformation in a SMA is directly impacted by the
local state of stress. As shown in Fig. 2.5 (taken at the same time step as used in Fig. 2.4), the
areas of highest stress correlate exactly with the distribution of the martensitic volume fraction. In
other words, for the smooth and a
R
= 0.5 specimens, the areas of highest stress are in the planes
of minimum cross-section. However, for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen, the stress propagates in a circular
pattern from the notches to regions above/below the area along the central axis of the plane of
minimum cross-section.
Furthermore, in order to help with the discussion on the difference in strain behavior between
axial and radial as mentioned in the experimental results, the strain results based on the numerical
simulations are now presented. The axial strain results show a similar distribution as shown in the
martensitic volume fraction and stress distribution figures and are not presented below. It is worth
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional view of martensitic volume fraction at initiation of forward transfor-
mation for (a) smooth; (b) a
R
= 0.5; and (c) a
R
= 2.5.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional view of martensitic volume fraction of (a) smooth upon first reaching
full transformation in center of specimen ; (b) a
R
= 0.5 upon first reaching full transformation in
center of specimen ; and (c) a
R
= 2.5 showing circular evolution of martensitic volume fraction
around center of specimen.
noting that the a
R
= 2.5 specimen shows that the axial strain evolves in a spherical pattern from the
notch and then above/below the plane of minimum cross-section to the central axis. This means
that it is possible to have a high axial strain value without transformation along the central axis of
the plane of minimum cross-section, in agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig. 3.4.
However, the radial strain results do present interesting results. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the radial
strain for the smooth and a
R
= 0.5 specimens indicates that at completion of loading, the area of
minimum cross section shows a generally uniform reduction in radius. However, for the a
R
= 2.5
specimen, while the edges of the notch do show a significant change in radial strain, the rest of the
plane of minimum cross-section does not indicate much change in radial strain. Therefore, even
though the edges do show much strain, in an averaged sense, the radial strain along the plane of
minimum cross section does not change much, in agreement with the experimental results to be
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional view of Von Mises stress of (a) smooth upon first reaching full trans-
formation in center of specimen ; (b) a
R
= 0.5 upon first reaching full transformation in center of
specimen ; and (c) a
R
= 2.5 showing circular stress distribution around center of specimen.
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presented in Sec. 3.2.
2.2.1 Discussion
The results shown above lead to several interesting points. The first observation is that as
the notch acuity is increased by introducing and reducing the size of the notch, there is a critical
notch size at which the phase transformation stops propagating along the plane of minimum cross
section, but rather starts to propagate around this plane in a spherical pattern(based on Fig. 2.4).
This observation helps to explain why even though the local axial strain in a a
R
= 2.5 specimen
may be greater than the local axial strain in the a
R
= 0.5, yet the local radial strain for the a
R
= 2.5
is less than the local radial strain for the a
R
= 0.5 in the plane of minimum cross section. By having
the phase transformation propagate in a spherical pattern above and below the plane of minimum
cross section in the a
R
= 2.5 specimen, therefore the phase transformation near the central axis on
the plane of minimum cross section of the a
R
= 2.5 specimen is delayed. Because of this delay, the
material in the middle of the plane of minimum cross-section for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen does not
reorient in the direction of the load, leading to a smaller reduction in radial strain for the a
R
= 2.5
specimen as compared to the smooth and a
R
= 0.5 specimens, for which at the same load level the
material at the center of the plane of minimum cross section does reorient along the axial direction.
Furthermore, since the area along the central axis above and below the plane of minimum
cross-section for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen exhibits phase transformation prior to the area along the
central axis on the plane of minimum cross-section, therefore this area along the plane of minimum
cross section is shielded from the need to strain. Since the area along the central axis on the plane
of minimum cross-section has a lower strain due to the shielding, therefore the stress in this area
is also lower. However due to force balance, this means that the area around the notches on the
plane of minimum cross-section must therefore sustain a higher amount of load. This can be
seen in Fig. 2.7, where it is shown that initially the stress throughout the cross-section increases
(corresponding to 20% of maximum load). However upon reaching 40% of maximum load, the
phase transformation starts to initiate at the edge (as indicated in Fig. 2.8), leading to an almost
constant stress level in the phase transforming region. The phase transforming region continues to
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.6: Cross-sectional view of radial strain at completion of pseudoelastic loading for A)
smooth; B) a
R
= 0.5; and C) a
R
= 2.5.
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expand through 60% of maximum load, and therefore there is a larger region of constant stress for
60% of maximum load. At 80% of maximum load, the material close to the notch has completed
transformation and would therefore behave elastically. However the rest of the area in the plane of
minimum cross section is still transforming and can therefore not support additional load, meaning
that the elastic region near the notch must support any further increase in load until transformation
is completed. This can be further seen by the additional increase in stress near the notch as shown
at 100% of maximum load.
Figure 2.7: Radial stress distribution for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% of
maximum load.
This effect of causing the load level to increase drastically near the notch wall in the plane of
minimum cross-section while the rest of the plane of minimum cross-section is still undergoing
phase transformation is due to the method in which the phase transformation propagates in the
a
R
= 2.5 specimen. By comparison, the stress distribution for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen during
pseudoelastic loading, shown in Fig. 2.9, does not have as drastic of an edge effect when compared
to the a
R
= 2.5 stress distribution from Fig. 2.7. As can be seen for the a
R
= 0.5, while there is a
stress level for which the phase transformation causes an almost uniform stress distribution (60%
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Figure 2.8: Radial martensitic volume fraction distribution for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen at 20%, 40%,
60%, 80%, 100% of maximum load.
Figure 2.9: Radial stress distribution for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% of
maximum load.
of maximum load), because the phase transformation propagates through the plane of minimum
cross-section prior to moving above and below this plane, therefore the stress distribution at 100%
of maximum load shows a stress distribution as would be expected for a typical elastic material.
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Thus, by increasing the notch acuity, the phase transformation can lead to a dramatic increase in
stress near the stress concentration due to suppression of the phase transformation away from the
stress concentration, which could lead to early failure as evidenced by Baxevanis et al. [46].
2.3 Thermal Actuation in Notched Cylindrical SMA Bars
The results presented above for the analysis of notched cylindrical SMA bars subjected to
pseudoelastic loading present an interesting view into how the application of stress can lead to
differences in phase transformation due to the presence of stress concentrations. Given that the
phase transformation is shown to strongly depend on these stress concentrations, it is also useful
to consider other commonly used loading paths. Specifically, for actuation type applications, the
results shown in Sec. 2.2 suggest that it is necessary to understand how stress concentrations affect
the phase transformation and associated stress redistribution in thermal actuation loading paths.
Furthermore, Chs. 4 and 5 both focus on actuation fatigue and therefore understanding how stress
redistributes in a single cycle is informative to understanding how damage may evolve in every
cycle of the actuation fatigue lifetime.
2.3.1 Results on Thermal Actuation of Notched Cylindrical SMA Bars
As a result of the thermal actuation cycles, it is expected that the notched cylinders will undergo
phase transformation due to cycling between temperatures well above AσF to a temperature below
MσF . However, in addition to the bulk behavior expected by cycling from above A
σ
F to below M
σ
F ,
it is important to consider the implications of the interaction between stress and temperature, in
particular near stress concentrations such as that due to the notches in the notched cylindrical bars
under consideration. This interaction between the stress and phase transformation is responsible
for the differences in evolution of the phase transformation as shown in Fig. 2.10, which shows
three different specimens representative of the different transformation characteristics. It can be
seen in Fig. 2.10 that, although the phase transformation initiates at the edge of the notches for
all specimens, the way in which the phase transformation progresses is different for the different
notch acuities. For small notch acuities ( a
R
< 0.4 and the smooth baseline), the phase transfor-
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mation first propagates along the plane of minimum cross-section prior to expanding above/below
this plane. For high notch acuities ( a
R
> 2.5), the phase transformation propagates spherically out
from the notch edge to areas above/below the plane of minimum cross-section. However, for inter-
mediate notch acuities (0.4 < a
R
< 2.5), an interesting behavior can be noted. Taking the specimen
with a notch acuity of 1.25 as an example, it can be seen that while the phase transformation does
initially propagate through the plane of minimum cross-section as shown at 295 K, the spherical
phase transformation propagation behavior becomes dominant by 275 K. Furthermore, at 265 K,
it appears that material which had completed phase transformation at 295 K has now undergone
some reverse phase transformation in regions close to the central axis along the plane of minimum
cross-section. It is only through continued cooling below theMF temperature that this region com-
pletes forward transformation. The phase transformation reversal appears to occur for a number of
different notch acuities, corresponding to the intermediate notch acuity range mentioned above, as
will be discussed further in the following paragraphs.
In order to better understand the phase transformation reversal, the notched cylindrical speci-
men with a notch acuity, a
R
, of 1 is further examined. Numerical results indicate that phase trans-
formation initiates at the edge of the notch at approximately 371 K and propagates along the plane
of minimum cross-section as well as moving above and below this plane close to the notch wall.
This can be seen clearly at 325 K in Fig. 2.11. By 295 K, phase transformation has completed
throughout the plane of minimum cross-section as well as for some other material close to this
plane near the notch wall. However, according to direction of phase transformation in Fig. 2.11,
there is widespread reverse transformation by 285 K near the center of the plane of minimum
cross-section, which has lead to the material near the center to go back to a mixed phase between
austenite and martensite. Indeed, it can be noted from Fig. 2.11 that by 285 K, up to 60% of
the plane of minimum cross section (and material close to this plane) is undergoing reverse phase
transformation. In the mean time, other surrounding material completes phase transformation as
indicated by the circular region of complete phase transformation at 280 K. Reverse transforma-
tion in this specimen can be found throughout the center of the plane of minimum cross-section of
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of martensitic Volume Fraction during forward transformation for vari-
ous specimens. All specimens subjected to 200 MPa nominal stress.
this specimen from 288 K to 275 K, and forward transformation does not resume throughout the
specimen until 265 K.
For further clarification on what leads to the partial phase transformation reversal, it is impor-
tant to recall that the phase transformation is thermomechanically driven, that is both temperature
and stress contribute to the phase transformation. Therefore, the reason for the phase transforma-
tion reversal may be deduced by examining the local stress state in conjunction with the tempera-
ture. Consider further the specimen with a notch acuity a
R
= 1. As discussed above based on Fig.
2.11, phase transformation clearly completes throughout the plane of minimum cross section by
295 K. However by 285 K, at least part of this plane of minimum cross section has undergone some
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Figure 2.11: Evolution of martensitic Volume Fraction, phase transformation direction, and von
Mises stress for a
R
= 1 specimen subjected to 200 MPa nominal stress.
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reverse transformation. By tracking the local von Mises stress-temperature state of each point, it is
possible to understand why the partial reverse transformation occurs. Examining the bottom row
of images in Fig. 2.11, it can be seen that as the phase transformation progresses, there is a clear
change in the von Mises stress distribution. As transformation initiates, the stress tends to dis-
tribute more evenly throughout the notched region of the specimen. However, as material begins to
complete phase transformation, that material then starts to take on more stress as shown at 295 K in
Fig. 2.11. This trend continues through 285 K, where in the material near the notch wall supports
additional load. However this additional load bearing near the notch wall leads to unloading of
the central region of the notch, which in turn leads to the phase transformation reversal. This load
reduction in the central region continues to exist as the specimen continues to cool.
To gain a more quantitative perspective, consider points on the notch wall and along the central
axis in the plane of minimum cross section. As shown in Fig. 2.12, it can be seen that for the
point along the central axis, the initial von Mises stress increases from approximately 345 K to
325 K. During this cooling, it can also be noted that the von Mises stress at the notch edge was
reducing, indicating that the stress in the plane of minimum cross-section is redistributing. The
stress increase in the center is a direct results of the stress reduction near the notch wall in order
to maintain a balance in the load. Furthermore, as forward transformation initiates at the central
point in the plane of minimum cross-section, it can be seen that the von Mises stress level reduces
at the center of the specimen. Upon reaching 305 K, phase transformation completes in the center
and von Mises stress starts to increase. However, at approximately 295 K, Fig. 2.11 shows that
additional material near the notch that is above and below the plane of minimum cross-section
completes phase transformation, thereby allowing for a reduction in von Mises stress at this point
to levels similar to the initial load due to a return to elastic behavior. Furthermore, as additional
material completes forward phase transformation, this leads the von Mises stress at the central
point to reduce further. This additional reduction in von Mises stress becomes so significant by
288 K that the von Mises stress level causes the local von Mises stress-temperature state to drop
below the AS curve, leading to the reverse transformation noted from Fig. 2.11. The local von
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Mises stress-temperature state at the point at the center of the plane of minimum cross-section
remains below the AS curve until 275 K, and forward transformation of the material point along
the central axis in the plane of minimum cross-section does not start until 265 K.
Figure 2.12: Plot of von Mises stress-temperature state of point on plane of minimum cross-section
at edge and along central axis for the a
R
= 1 specimen during cooling from 350 K to 260 K, as
indicated by specimen to side. Overlayed lines represent lines from phase diagram.
In contrast, tracking the local von Mises stress-temperature state at a point on the edge of
the notch shows a dramatically different behavior between 350 K and 260 K. From linear elastic
analysis, it is expected that the initial von Mises stress at the edge should be higher than the stress
for a material point removed from the edge. This is indeed confirmed by looking at the stress levels
at 350 K in Fig. 2.12. As the phase transformation progresses at the edge of the specimen, it can be
seen that the von Mises stress at the edge reduces, indicating a redistribution of stress throughout
the cross-section of the specimen. Indeed, this stress redistribution can be seen to cause the increase
in von Mises stress at the center point from 345 K to 325 K, as mentioned previously. However,
once the material at the edge completes forward transformation and starts to behave elastically
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again, it can be seen that the stress at the edge starts to shoot up dramatically in order to offset the
reduction in stress noted at the center and which can also be seen throughout the entire plane of
minimum cross-section as discussed next.
Figure 2.13: Evolution of von Mises stress during cooling from 375 K to 285 K in a
R
= 1 specimen.
Looking at the von Mises stress throughout the plane of minimum cross section, not just at the
center and edge, can give a better understanding of how the stress redistributes as a function of
temperature throughout the specimen. As shown in Fig. 2.13. the von Mises stress at 375 K is
similar to what would be expected through the plane of minimum cross section for an elastic ma-
terial. By 340 K, phase transformation has started near the notch wall which initiates some stress
redistribution in the plane of minimum cross-section. Furthermore, due to phase transformation,
the stress redistributes such that it is approximately equalized throughout the plane of minimum
cross-section at 322 K. This corresponds to when forward phase transformation is progressing
throughout the entire plane of minimum cross-section, as shown in Fig. 2.14. However, by 295 K,
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Figure 2.14: Evolution of martensitic Volume Fraction during cooling from 375 K to 285 K in
a
R
= 1 specimen.
the material in the plane of minimum cross-section as well as surrounding material has completed
forward transformation and behaves elastically, thereby returning to an elastic stress distribution,
which causes a reduction in von Mises stress for material closer to the central axis. As more ma-
terial above and below the plane of minimum cross section completes forward transformation, the
von Mises stress near the central axis continues to decrease, and is so significant that reverse trans-
formation initiates by 285 K, as indicated in Fig. 2.12 and further verified through approximately
60% of the radial distance according to Fig. 2.14.
Returning to the entire spectrum of notch acuities considered, it is possible now to better un-
derstand the reason for the differences in the martensitic volume fraction evolution. Specifically,
as examined for the notched cylindrical bar with a notch acuity of 1, it was found that the stress
redistribution was responsible for the partial reversal of phase transformation. Therefore, it can be
postulated that the difference in phase transformation behavior shown in Fig. 2.10 is due to stress
redistribution during phase transformation, and this can indeed be seen from Fig. 2.15. While in
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of von Mises stress during forward transformation for various specimens
subjected to 200 MPa nominal stress.
austenite, the material behaves elastically and therefore the von Mises stress distributions corre-
spond to the typical von Mises stress distribution in an elastic medium near a stress concentration.
However the non-linear behavior of these SMA notched cylindrical bars can be clearly seen by
examination of stress distributions shown in Fig. 2.15. In particular, it can be seen that the von
Mises stress tends to distribute more evenly throughout the plane of minimum cross-section near
the initiation of phase transformation at 295 K than a purely elastic response near a stress concen-
tration. As described for the a
R
= 1 specimen, this is due to a reduction in von Mises stress at the
edge of the notch as it undergoes forward phase transformation, thereby requiring the surrounding
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material to support more load. The elevation of von Mises stress at material points away from the
notch wall in turn causes the rest of the material to start to undergo forward phase transforma-
tion. However, as the material at the wall of the notch completes forward phase transformation and
starts to behave elastically, the stress at the notch wall increases dramatically, thereby leading to a
reduction in stress of the material away from the notch wall. This can be clearly seen at 265 K in
Fig. 2.15 which indicates that all specimens have the highest von Mises stress at the notch, but a
reduction in von Mises stress as radial distance from the central axis is reduced for points close to
the plane of minimum cross-section. In turn, this stress redistribution during phase transformation
can be used to explain the phase transformation reversal as noted in Fig. 2.10 for the specimens in
the intermediate notch acuity range.
Figure 2.16: Amount of reverse transformation at a point along the central axis on the plane of
minimum cross-section by notch acuity.
As mentioned in the preceding discussion for the a
R
= 1 notched cylindrical specimen, the
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Figure 2.17: Martensitic Volume Fraction at center of multiple specimens as a function of temper-
ature.
reversal in phase transformation is due to an interplay between von Mises stress and temperature.
Looking beyond the a
R
= 1 specimen, it can be found that the phase transformation reversal occurs
for a range of notch acuities, as indicated in Fig. 2.16. Furthermore, each notch acuity will lead to
a different stress concentration, thereby leading to different stress fields in the specimens, which in
turn should lead to differences in the amount of phase transformation reversal and phase transfor-
mation temperatures. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2.16, the martensitic volume fraction may reduce
by as much as 18% for a point along the central axis and on the plane of minimum cross-section.
Also, as shown in Fig. 2.17, it is shown that forward transformation at the point on the central
axis and along the plane of minimum cross section initiates at different temperatures depending
on the notch acuity. As expected, for low notch acuities, the stress is more distributed throughout
the plane of minimum cross section, leading to higher forward transformation start temperatures
compared to high notch acuity specimens which have lower von Mises stress at the center. Then
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Figure 2.18: Temperature at which transformation initiates, pauses, reverses, and continues at
center of specimen.
for notched specimens with notch acuities of 1.25 or less, forward phase transformation appears to
complete, where as notched specimens with higher acuities do not initially complete phase trans-
formation. It is interesting to note though, that all specimens with a notch acuity greater than 0.5
appear to reach an initial plateau in forward transformation, regardless of notch acuity. This is
indicative of the von Mises stress reducing in the center of all specimens such that forward trans-
formation completes or pauses. Upon continued cooling, Fig. 2.17 indicates that the martensitic
volume fraction reduces only for intermediate notch acuities (as identified previously), indicating
that they undergo reverse phase transformation in the center of the specimens. Finally, Fig. 2.17 in-
dicates that all specimens which initially do not complete phase transformation or have undergone
some level of phase transformation reversal will continue to undergo forward transformation once
the temperature reduces far enough to overcome the reduction in von Mises stress which paused or
reversed the phase transformation. These initiation, initial completion or forward transformation
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pause, reverse transformation initiation, and forward transformation restart temperatures are shown
in Fig. 2.18 for all specimens considered. It should be noted that while the preceding results and
discussion have all focused on the phase transformation behavior during cooling, similar results
have also been obtained during heating in which reverse transformation is similarly paused and
reversed for the intermediate notch acuity range.
As mentioned previously, the phase transformation only occurs within a range of notch acuities,
specifically between appoximately a
R
= 0.4 − 2.5. This appears to be due to a trade-off between
the effects of the notch acuity and the phase transformation properties. As shown in Fig. 2.15,
the phase transformation causes all notch acuities to have a net reduction in von Mises stress in
the center of the plane of the minimum cross-section. Nevertheless, for small notch acuities, the
effective stress distribution is not significantly affected, for which the phase transformation has
been shown to propagate through the plane of minimum cross-section and then expand above and
below this plane. Therefore, due to this propagation method, the von Mises stress in the center
is not able to drop so low that phase transformation occurs. In contrast, for high notch acuities
( a
R
> 2.5), the initial stress distribution is in a spherical shape touching the notch wall in the plane
of minimum cross-section and then going above and below. Accordingly, the phase transformation
propagates along this spherical stress distribution. In turn, as the phase transformation completes
in this spherical distribution, it leads to a reduction in von Mises stress in the center of the plane of
minimum cross section, which pauses the forward phase transformation. For intermediate notch
acuities, a mixture of these stress distributions is present, which means that initially the interme-
diate notch acuities will try to propagate the phase transformation through the plane of minimum
cross-section. However, as mentioned previously, when the phase transformation completes near
the notch above and below the plane of minimum cross-section, the von Mises stress at the cen-
ter of the plane of minimum cross-section reduces (as noted for high notch acuities) so far that
phase transformation reversal initiates. At this point, the intermediate notch acuity specimens be-
have more similar to the high notch acuity specimens and forward phase transformation does not
resume until the temperature reduces far enough to overcome the von Mises stress reduction.
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An additional effect of the stress redistribution is a significant change in the triaxiality through-
out the specimen. As noted in Ch. 1, triaxiality is defined as the ratio between the hydrostatic
stress and an equivalent stress, which is typically taken as the von Mises stress (see Eq. 1.1). Tri-
axiality has also been used as an indicator of failure. Therefore, for purposes of understanding how
the stress redistribution during phase transformation may affect failure, it is useful to consider the
evolution of triaxiality. Take the a
R
= 1 specimen for example, as shown in Fig. 2.19. In this figure
it can be seen that after loading and up through the beginning of transformation, the triaxiality
follows the standard elastic triaxiality distribution. However as stress redistribution causes phase
transformation reversal, it can be seen that the triaxiality drops down along the central axis in the
plane of minimum cross-section of the specimen. Upon further cooling, although it seems like the
triaxiality along the central axis of the plane of minimum cross-section recovers slightly, it can
be noted that the triaxiality in regions above/below the plane of minimum cross-section increase
drastically.
A deeper dive into the values at certain key points of interest shows that indeed the triaxiality
does vary significantly during phase transformation. As shown in Fig. 2.20, the triaxiality at the
notch wall in the plane of minimum cross-section does show some slight variation during phase
transformation, however after phase transformation completes in this region, the triaxiality appears
to recover to the original value. On the other hand, the triaxiality along the central axis in the plane
of minimum cross-section and above/below the plane of minimum cross-section show significant
variation due to the phase transformation. As transformation along the central axis in the plan of
minimum cross section initially completes, the triaxiality increases (which can lead to interesting
results as will be noted in Ch. 3). However then as phase transformation reversal initiates, the
triaxiality become negative, indicating a compressive hydrostatic stress. On the other hand, for the
point along the central axis but above the plane of minimum cross section, the phase transformation
leads to a significant increase in the hydrostatic stress due to the phase transformation. Such
significant rises in triaxiality can have direct impacts on fracture and can partially explain the
fracture of notched specimens during phase transformation as noted by Olsen [51].
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Figure 2.19: Triaxiality in the a
R
= 1 specimen during cooling.
2.4 Conclusion
As the functional lifetime of a SMA component is considered, the numerical results obtained
in this chapter are useful in understanding how a stress concentration will affect the phase transfor-
mation in SMA members during each phase transformation cycle. Through the use of numerical
simulations, it has been shown that stress redistribution during phase transformation in SMAs can
lead to very unique consequences. Through analysis of notched cylindrical SMA bars with varying
notch acuities subjected to pseudoelastic loading, it was demonstrated that the phase transforma-
tion will propagate in different methods, changing from progagating through the plane of minimum
cross-section before spreading up and down for low notch actuities, to propagating spherically for
high notch acuities. Such phase transformation patterns for pseudoelastic loading follow the stress
contour patterns, however during phase transformation, stresses will tend to redistribute to areas
that have completed phase transformation as load level increases due to the limited load bearing
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Figure 2.20: Triaxiality during cooling for 3 points in the a
R
= 1 specimen.
capacity of regions still undergoing phase transformation.
For notched cylindrical SMA bars subjected to thermal actuation, the results indicate that,
similar to the pseudoelastic results, the phase transformation propagation method is also dependent
on the notch acuity. The change from a linear to a spherical phase transformation propagation
pattern is in the range of notch acuity ratios between 0.5 and 2. However in this region, the
stress redistribution that occurs due to phase transformation, coupled with the competing phase
transformation propagation mechanisms can lead to phase transformation reversal. Indeed results
for the various notch acuities analyzed indicate up to 18% phase transformation reversal could be
obtained at a notch acuity of a
R
= 1.25. Furthermore, analysis of the triaxiality evolution during
phase transformation indicates that for intermediate notch acuities, the stress redistribution can
lead to both the elevation as wall as the reduction in triaxiality through the specimens, which can
have significant impacts on the fracture in notched cylindrical SMA bars.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE EFFECT OF STRESS REDISTRIBUTION
DURING PHASE TRANSFORMATION IN NOTCHED CYLINDRICAL SHAPE
MEMORY ALLOY BARS 1
The numerical results in Ch. 2 provide some valuable insight into the phase transformation
of a SMA component within a single phase transformation cycle from a theoretical perspective.
However, to quote Richard Feynman, "It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t
matter how smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong." Therefore, it is nec-
essary to conduct experiments in order to provide some level of validity to the numerical results
previously obtained. In this spirit of validation, the following chapter presents some experimental
results and provides comparison of these experimental results to the numerical results presented in
Ch. 2. Therefore, the following chapter is presented as follows. First, Sec. 3.1 discusses the exper-
imental specimens and testing procedures utilized to test notched cylindrical SMA bars. Section
3.2 presents experimental results for pseudoelastic loading paths and draws comparisons with the
numerical results from Sec. 2.2. Section 3.3 presents experimental results for thermal actuation
loading paths and provides a comparison to numerical results shown in Sec. 2.3. Finally, Sec.
3.4 presents neutron diffraction experiments which enabled quantitative validation of the material
crystallographic state during thermal actuation.
3.1 Experimental Approach
In order to validate some of the numerical results presented in Ch. 2, a number of experimental
tests were run on specimens with two different notch geometries, along with a smooth cylindrical
dogbone. The smooth cylindrical dogbone was required for model calibration purposes. The
specimens were 46.5mm tall, with a 4mm radius in the grip region, 3.5mm radius in the initial
1Portions of this chapter reprinted with permission from "Effect of Stress Redistribution during Thermal Actuation
of Shape Memory Alloys in Notched Cylindrical Bars" by Francis R. Phillips and Dimitris C. Lagoudas, 2018, Journal
of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures.
Additional portions of this chapter reprinted with permission from "Effect of Triaxiality on Phase Transformation
in Ni50.8Ti Notched Cylindrical Bars" by Phillips, F.R., Jape, S., Baxevanis, T., and Lagoudas, D.C., 2017, 25th
AIAA/AHS Adaptive Structures Conference.
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radial reduction region, and a minimum radius of 1.95mm in the plane of minimum cross-section.
The notch sizes were based on the a
R
= 0.5 and the a
R
= 2.5 numerical specimens and therefore
the notch radius was adjusted accordingly (3.9mm notch radius for the a
R
= 0.5 specimens and
0.78mm notch radius for the a
R
= 2.5 specimens). Sample specimens are shown in Fig. 3.1.
All specimens used for experimentation at TAMU were machined out of a Ni50.8Ti49.2 bar via
conventional grinding and the outer surface was left in the conventionally ground finish condition.
In addition, the gauge region of the specimens was coated in white spray paint, followed by
speckling with black spray paint. This surface coat was needed in order to allow for determination
of the 3D strain fields via digital image correlation (DIC) for both the smooth cylindrical dogbone
as well as the a
R
= 0.5. Due to the size of the notch in the a
R
= 2.5 specimen, reliable DIC
strain fields could not be properly obtained, however optical extensometry was also utilized for all
specimens to determine the axial and radial extension of various points in each specimen. Optical
extensometry was performed via a custom script written utilizing LabView Vision Assistant ®,
which tracks the location of the top and bottom of the notch, and left and right edges of the plane
of minimum cross section. The locations tracked are shown in Fig. 3.2 on a a
R
= 0.5 specimen.
Furthermore, these optical extensometry results were validated by comparing the axial extension
based on the distance between the grip regions to a laser based axial strain measurement which
utilized reflective tags placed on the specimens at the bottom of the grip regions.
All experiments were conducted on a MTS Insight electromechanical test frame. The test spec-
imens were loaded into custom threaded grips in order to prevent slipping. In order to validate the
pseudoelastic simulations, all pseudoelastic experiments were run at room temperature by increas-
ing and decreasing the axial strain at a strain rate of 10-3 /s, utilizing the notch height as the gauge
length, up to a maximum nominal stress level of 200 MPa based on the radius of the top of the spec-
imens. Based on Saint Venant’s principle, this region at the top/bottom of the specimen, removed
from the notched region should have a more uniform stress distribution. The nominal stress level
of 200 MPa based on the radius at the top of the specimen results in a maximum average nominal
stress of 680 MPa based on the radius of the plane of minimum cross section. It is acknowledged
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Figure 3.1: Image of the three types of experimental specimens.
that, as shown in Sec. 2.2, the stress distribution in the plane of minimum cross-section is non-
uniform, however since the primary region of interest is the behavior within the notched region,
the response under pseudoelastic loading will be based on this average stress value in the plane of
minimum cross-section.
For the thermal actuation experiments, heating of the specimens was accomplished by induc-
tively heating the grips and allowing the heat to conduct through the specimens. Upon reaching
the desired maximum temperature, the inductive heater was turned off and the specimens were
allowed to convectively cool by transferring the heat to the ambient air (approximately 298 K). It
was not possible to utilize a thermal chamber which could accommodate cooling below ambient
temperature since the thermal chamber would obstruct the ability to utilize two cameras as needed
for 3D DIC. The temperature of each specimen was obtained via thermocouples attached at 3 loca-
tions on each specimen (in the top grip region, in the bottom grip region, and at the center of each
specimen). A custom Labview VI ® was used to record the measured temperatures and trigger the
induction heater to turn on and off as needed for the thermal sweeps. While the data recorded does
show a thermal gradient throughout the specimen during heating due to conduction, the experi-
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Figure 3.2: Locations of optical measurement points. Red points indicate notch axial extension
measurement points and green points indicate notch radial extension measurement points. Central
thermocouple shown coming from behind specimen.
ments did show that the temperature throughout the specimen during cooling was nearly uniform,
in particular in the temperature ranges where phase transformation occurred, thereby validating
the assumption of uniform temperature made for the numerical simulations. The specimens were
pre-loaded to 30 N at 1x10−3 mm
mms
using the notch length as the gauge length. Upon reaching the
pre-load, the temperature was increased to 400 K and then the load was increased to the desired
test load at 1x10−3 mm
mms
, while maintaining the temperature constant. After reaching the test load of
9975 N (corresponding to 65% of the ultimate tensile load at 425 K for all notched geometries), the
temperature was cycled from 400 K to 310 K while maintaining a constant load. It should be noted
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that the numerical load of 200 MPa on the surface leads to the same total load as that applied in
the experiments. Also, this load was selected in order to ensure some level of transformation prior
to room temperature, while minimizing risk of specimen failure (similar experiments at 14000 N,
or 90% of the ultimate tensile loads, failed during the first cooling cycle).
In addition to the pseudoelastic and thermal actuation experiments conducted at Texas A&M
University, additional thermal actuation experiments were conducted at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory utilizing specimens were also machined of out Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20. The primary reason for the
use of these additional specimens was in order to allow for complete forward and reverse phase
transformation due to the elevated phase transformation temperatures of Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20. As de-
scribed above, thermal actuation experiments at Texas A&M University were conducted without
the use of a thermal chamber, meaning that the lowest possible temperature for the specimens was
room temperature. However as such, Ni50.8Ti49.2 was unable to complete forward transformation
due to an MF temperature of approximately -40 degC. Therefore, these additional experiments
utilizing Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20, which has an MF temperature of approximately 160 ◦C allow for the full
forward and reverse transformation to occur. By performing these experiment on Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, it was possible to characterize the material crystal structure
using neutron diffraction.
3.2 Experimental Validation under Pseudoelastic Loading Conditions
The numerical results presented in Sec. 2.2 clearly suggest that the presence of a stress con-
centration such as a notch can have a profound impact on the evolution of the phase transformation
in a SMA. In order to prove such impacts exist, pseudoelastic experiments were also performed.
It is well known that introduction of a notch in a material can lead to notch strengthening, while
at the same time leading to a stress concentration. The effect of this notch strengthening can be
seen in Fig. 3.3, which presents experimental results for pseudoelastic tests at room temperature
for the three different geometries. In the following plots, the nominal stress is based on the area of
minimum cross-section (which is the same for all specimens) in order to allow for a direct com-
parison without taking into account the effect of the stress concentrations (the effect of which was
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examined further in Sec. 2.2). Also, in Fig. 3.3, the strain measurement is taken from the laser tags
which are placed at the same location on all specimens (at the top and bottom of the grip region
as shown in Fig. 3.1). Figure 3.3 shows that as the notch size is reduced from smooth to a
R
= 0.5
to a
R
= 2.5, the stress required to initiate phase transformation is increased, hence relating back
to the notch strengthening effect. Furthermore, in this averaged strain measurement, it appears
that the a
R
= 2.5 may not transform. Indeed, in this averaged sense, it appears that the amount
of phase transformation is greatest for the smooth, but then reduces for the a
R
= 0.5, and is even
lower for the a
R
= 2.5. However, if instead the strain measurement is calculated based on the strain
of the notched region, as shown in Fig. 3.4, it can be seen that all three geometries present some
amount of transformation. It is worth noting that the a
R
= 0.5 specimens have less axial strain
in the notch based measurement as well as the averaged measurement then the smooth specimen,
where as the a
R
= 2.5 specimens have more transformation than either the a
R
= 0.5 or the smooth
in the notched based measurement but less in the averaged measurement. Furthermore, the radial
strain in the center of the specimens (at the area of minimum radius) was also measured and is
shown in Fig. 3.5, which shows that the radius of the smooth specimen reduces the most during
the forward transformation, followed by the a
R
= 0.5 and then the a
R
= 2.5. This result may seem
counter-intuitive at first given that Fig. 3.4 shows that the a
R
= 2.5 shows the highest amount of
axial strain based on the notch region, however this result does agree with the numerical results
which will be presented in Sec. 3.2.1. Also worth noting is that more plastic strain is generated for
the a
R
= 2.5 specimen based on Fig. 3.4 than the smooth or the a
R
= 0.5 when going to the same
nominal stress level, which also relates back to the stress concentration due to the notch.
3.2.1 Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results for Pseudoelastic Loading
In order to validate the numerical results shown in Ch. 2, it is hereby necessary to compare
the numerical results of Ch. 2 to the experimental results obtained above. As mentioned, the
experimental results for strain were obtained based on both optical and laser based measurements.
However, as these are not local measurements, only the averaged extension could be compared
between the experimental and numerical results.
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Figure 3.3: Experimental stress-axial extension plot for pseudoelastic tests on smooth, a
R
= 0.5,
and a
R
= 2.5 specimens. Strain value based on laser tag measurement from top to bottom of
specimen.
Figure 3.4: Experimental stress-axial extension plot for pseudoelastic tests on smooth, a
R
= 0.5,
and a
R
= 2.5 specimens. Strain value based on optical measurement from top to bottom of notched
region
The results of such comparison are presented in Figs. 3.6 through 3.9. From the axial measure-
ments, it is clear that both the laser based measurements (as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.8) as well
as the optical based axial measurements (as shown in Fig. 3.7) show good agreement between the
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Figure 3.5: Experimental stress-radial extension plot for pseudoelastic tests on smooth, a
R
= 0.5,
and a
R
= 2.5 specimens. Strain value based on optical measurement from left to right at center of
notch (location of minimum radius).
experimental and the numerical results. Indeed, the numerical results were able to capture various
non-linear phenomena as present in the notched specimens. In addition, the numerical results and
experimental results also match closely for the radial extension as shown for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen
in Fig. 3.9. Although these results do not completely confirm the stress redistribution results as
presented in Ch. 2, the close match between these experimental and numerical results in terms
of the stress-extension response at multiple locations throughout the specimens suggest that the
numerical results are at least partially validated.
3.3 Experimental Validation under Actuation Loading
In order to provide further credibility to the numerical simulations presented in Ch. 2, it is
also necessary to attempt to experimentally validate the numerical results of Ch. 2 for thermal
actuation loading conditions. To that end, multiple experimental specimens were tested under
thermal actuation loading conditions. The first stage in building confidence is ensuring that the
results from calibration could be well matched by numerical simulations. As shown in Figs. 3.10
and 3.11, the experimentally determined principal strain for the smooth specimen thermally cycled
under 200 MPa as determined by DIC compare well with the principal strain computed from the
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of axial extension as determined numerically and experimentally for a
R
=
0.5 specimen based on laser tag measurement location.
Figure 3.7: Comparison of axial extension as determined numerically and experimentally for a
R
=
2.5 specimen based on optical measurement of axial notched region.
numerical simulations. Furthermore, it can also be seen in Figs. 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 that there is
good agreement between the experimental principal strain and the predicted principal strain from
the numerical simulations for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen. Hence, these principal strain field based
comparisons help to give support to the obtained numerical results.
In addition to DIC results, optical extensometry was also used to provide feedback on the match
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of axial extension as determined numerically and experimentally for
smooth specimen based on laser tag measurement location.
Figure 3.9: Comparison of radial extension as determined numerically and experimentally for
a
R
= 2.5 specimen based on optical measurement of plane of minimum cross-section.
between the numerical simulations and experimental results. The comparisons between experi-
mental and numerical results for axial extension (∆L
L0
) of the notched region and radial extension
(∆r
r0
) of the plane of minimum cross-section are shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 for the a
R
= 0.5
specimen, and in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18 for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen. It can be noted that the the results
show a two stage phase transformation in the a
R
= 0.5 specimen in both the experimental and
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of smooth specimen under 200 MPa near start of forward transformation
as captured by (a) numerical results; and (b) experimental results from DIC.
numerical results. Based on the numerical results, the inflection point corresponds to the point at
which transformation has completed propagation through the plane of minimum cross-section and
is now starting to spread above and below this plane. This inflection point also corresponds to the
temperature at which the principal strains were obtained numerically and experimentally in Fig.
3.13. In contrast, the experimental and numerical results for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen show a single
continuous slope in the thermal region tested, suggesting a different phase transformation propaga-
tion as indicated previously. It should also be noted that the notch radial extension has a negative
value, corresponding to the fact that the radius is contracting. The initial reduction in radius can be
attributed to thermal contraction, where as the large change in radius can be attributed to crystal-
lographic reorientation along the axial direction during forward transformation, and then returning
to the higher symmetry crystal structure during reverse transformation. Unfortunately, cooling to
temperatures in which the numerical simulations would suggest phase transformation reversal was
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of smooth specimen under 200 MPa at end of cooling as captured by (a)
numerical results; and (b) experimental results from DIC.
not achieved in these specimens due to experimental limitations previously mentioned, leading to
only partial forward transformation as indicated by the lack of a plateau in the experimental re-
sults during heating. It must also be acknowledged that the experimental results show some level
of plasticity which is not properly accounted for in the numerical simulations which assume no
plastic strain generation. However, overall the results of this comparison between experimental
and numerical results show a good match, giving additional credibility to the numerical results
presented previously.
3.3.1 SEM Analysis of Fracture Surface for Specimens that Failed under Thermal Actua-
tion
In addition to the surface level DIC and optical extensometry measurements, the stress redis-
tribution presented in Ch. 2 suggested that the stress increased dramatically in certain areas of
notched cylindrical SMA specimens and also lead to triaxiality variation, and that this increase
was dependent on the notch acuity. Furthermore, it has been shown by Baxevanis et al. [46] that
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of a
R
= 0.5 under 200 MPa near start of forward transformation as
captured by (a) numerical results; and (b) experimental results from DIC.
notched plate specimens can fail during phase transformation at load levels well below the nominal
failure load levels that either austenite or martensite can sustain. Therefore, an additional method
which could suggest that the phase transformation propagates differently depending on the notch
acuity would be to examine the fracture surface of notched cylindrical SMA bars with varying
notch acuity.
To this end, after completion of the experiments as described in Sec. 3.3, specimens with
notch acuities of both a
R
= 0.5 and a
R
= 2.5 were also subjected to 1150 MPa while in austenite
and allowed to cool. During the forward phase transformation, specimens with both of these
notch acuity ratios fractured. Some representative images of the resulting fracture surfaces for the
a
R
= 2.5 and a
R
= 0.5 specimens are shown in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20, respectively. The fracture
surface for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen, shown in Fig. 3.19 clearly indicates that the fracture initiates
near the notch wall on the bottom of the fracture surface and then propagates from this initiation
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of a
R
= 0.5 specimen under 200 MPa at 326 K (part way through cooling)
as captured by (a) numerical results; and (b) experimental results from DIC.
site through the rest of the fracture surface. In contrast, as seen in the SEM image in Fig. 3.20, the
fracture surface for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen seems to indicate that fracture may have initiated near
the center of the fracture surface. Indeed, it appears that the wavy patterns formed during fracture
seem to propagate out radially from the center.
The difference in the fracture surface clearly indicates that differing mechanisms lead to the
fracture during phase transformation. For the a
R
= 2.5 specimen, the numerical results from Ch.
2 clearly indicated that the stresses will localize within the areas near the notch wall as the center
of the plane of minimum cross-section starts to undergo forward phase transformation. Physically,
this localization of stress would lead to an excessive stress level near the notch wall, which would
lead to fracture. In turn, these SEM results shown in Fig. 3.19 clearly make sense in that fracture
for the a
R
= 2.5 initiated near the notch wall.
In contrast, for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen, the numerical results from Ch. 2 indicate that phase
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of a
R
= 0.5 under 200 MPa at end of cooling as captured by (a) numerical
results; and (b) experimental results from DIC.
transformation would initially complete through the the plane of minimum cross section, hence
the stress localization in the notch wall would not initially build up as much as for the case of
the a
R
= 2.5 specimen. On the other hand, as the phase transformation progressed, the stress
redistribution would lead to a significant increase in tensile hydrostatic stress in the middle of
the specimen immediately prior to phase transformation reversal. In turn, this increase in tensile
hydrostatic stress in the center of the plane of minimum cross section, when combined with a high
level of applied stress, could lead to failure initiation in the center of the specimen, which matches
the fracture surface initiation site as shown in Fig. 3.20.
3.4 Verification of Phase Transformation Reversal Utilizing Neutron Diffraction
As shown in the preceding sections, experiments performed at TAMU were able to partially
validate the numerical simulations which indicate a strong dependence between phase transforma-
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of numeric and experimental axial extension in the notched region under
200 MPa for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen.
tion and stress redistribution. However, these experiments were only able to provide surface level
validation, where as the phase transformation reversal appears to occur within the central regions
of the specimen. Therefore experiments performed at TAMU could not completely validate the
accuracy of the numerical results. On the other hand, it is possible to determine what happens
internally in specimens utilizing some more advanced characterization methods. To that end, a se-
ries of experiments were performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) utilizing neutron
diffraction in order to map the evolution of the crystal structure through a beam path. The use of
neutron diffraction involved exposing the test specimen to a beam of neutrons directed through
the center of the plane of minimum cross section of multiple specimens in order map the crystal
structure, both while in austenite and martensite, as well as during phase transformation.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of numeric and experimental radial extension of the plane of minimum
cross-section under 200 MPa for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen.
3.4.1 Neutron Diffraction Experimental Setup
In order to probe the internal crystallographic transformation for notched SMA cylinders, full
thermal actuation cycles were conducted at ORNL using beam line 7, also known as VULCAN,
at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). Utilization of VULCAN allowed for neutron diffraction
studies of the notched cylindrical SMA specimens, which in turn could be used to identify the
crystal structure of the specimens. The crystallographic information is obtained through analysis
of the measured neutron diffraction patterns.
The VULCAN testing facility allows for in-situ neutron diffraction studies on the notched
cylindrical SMA specimens subjected to tensile loads. This is accomplished by placing the notched
cylindrical SMA specimens inside a MTS load frame inside the VULCAN test facility as shown
in Fig. 3.21. The MTS frame is also equipped with an inductive heating element in order to allow
for heating of the test specimens. In order to cool the specimens, the specimens are exposed to
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of numeric and experimental axial extension in the notched region under
200 MPa for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen.
ambient air, therefore experiments can be conducted at or above room temperature, but not below.
Also, due to the non-standard size of the notched cylindrical SMA specimens, custom adaptor
grips were machined to go from the standard thread pitch used for most specimens at VULCAN
to the thread pitch of the notched cylindrical SMA specimens. Larger notched cylindrical SMA
specimens were not machined such that any results obtained at VULCAN would be obtained on
specimens matching those utilized at TAMU.
Once the test specimens were loaded into the MTS test frame, the neutron beam line is aligned
to be incident with the center of the test specimens, as shown on in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23. Due to
the small size of the notched cylindrical SMA specimens, the neutron beam was shuttered down
to a 2 mm x 2 mm area. After colliding with the specimens, the neutrons are then detected by
two detectors banks positioned at ±90◦ diffraction angles. These detector banks measure either
the axial or radial diffraction from the notched cylindrical SMA specimens. The detectors are able
to detect d-spacing in the specimens ranging from 0.4 Å to 3.0 Å, however the data is generally
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of numeric and experimental radial extension of the plane of minimum
cross-section under 200 MPa for the a
R
= 2.5 specimen.
truncated to d-spaces from 0.5 Å to 2.5 Å due to excessive noise outside these d-spaces. Upon
completion of the experiments, the data was processed through the VDRIVE program in order to
allow for diffraction data compilation and alaysis. Furthermore VDRIVE allowed for combina-
tion of the diffraction data with the matching MTS thermal and mechanical data.[96]. Additional
details on the setup of the VULCAN experimental facility can be found elsewhere [97]. Further
analysis was conducted by importing the data obtained from VDRIVE into MATLAB in order to
allow for comparison of the resulting neutron diffraction spectra from the various specimens and
experimental conditions.
Based on the experiments previously conducted at TAMU, it was determined that utilization
of Ni50.8Ti49.2 notched cylindrical specimens were unable to undergo complete thermal actuation
cycles in situations were the minimum temperature was room temperature. Therefore, experiments
at ORNL were conducted on notched cylindrical specimens machined out of Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20. The
selection of this alloy was based on the requirement that full forward and reverse transformation
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Figure 3.19: Fracture surface for a
R
= 2.5 specimen subjected to 1150 MPa which failed during
phase transformation.
must be achievable well above room temperature. In the case of this particular alloy and the se-
lected heat treatment (500 ◦C for 3 hours), this lead to a MF temperature of 160 ◦C, indicating
that full forward and reverse transformation were achievable when exposed to ambient air temper-
ature. Also, based on the numerical results and the beam size limitations, the notched cylindrical
specimens utilized at ORNL had notch acuity ratios of a
R
= 0.5 and a
R
= 1.25, in addition to the
smooth dogbone baseline. For the smaller notch acuity specimens tested at TAMU, a
R
= 2.5, the
neutron beam would not be able to emit enough neutrons in the notch area due to the small size of
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Figure 3.20: Fracture surface for a
R
= 0.5 specimen subjected to 1150 MPa which failed during
phase transformation.
the notch which would be required in order to determine what is happening locally without spilling
over into the un-notched regions. Furthermore, as shown in Sec. 2.3, it is expected that the highest
level of phase transformation reversal should occur for the a
R
= 1.25 specimen, while the a
R
= 2.5
specimen is expected to exhibit little, if any, phase transformation reversal.
After initial placement of the specimens, the experimental procedure was as follows:
1. A pre-load of 100 N was applied to the specimens.
2. A pre-loading neutron diffraction scan was completed to serve as baseline.
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Figure 3.21: Experimental test fixture at VULCAN
Figure 3.22: Close up of smooth cylindrical dogbone installed into the VULCAN test setup.
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Figure 3.23: Close up of a
R
= 1.25 specimen installed into the VULCAN test setup.
3. The specimen was heated to 300 ◦C.
4. A heated neutron diffraction scan was completed.
5. The specimen was loaded to 3597 N, corresponding to the same load level utilized in the
numerical simulations and in the experiments at TAMU.
6. A loaded neutron diffraction scan was completed.
7. The specimen was cooled to 100 ◦C. Neutron diffraction data collected continuously.
(a) From 300 ◦C to 225 ◦C, the cooling rate was 7 ◦C / min since no phase transformation
was expected.
(b) From 225 ◦C to 170 ◦C, the cooling rate was 0.25 ◦C / min since phase transformation
was expected in this range.
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(c) From 170 ◦C to 100 ◦C, the cooling rate was 7 ◦C / min since no phase transformation
was expected.
8. A cooled neutron diffraction scan was completed.
9. The specimen was heated to 300 ◦C. Neutron diffraction data collected continuously.
(a) From 100 ◦C to 190 ◦C, the heating rate was 7 ◦C / min since no phase transformation
was expected.
(b) From 190 ◦C to 250 ◦C, the heating rate was 0.25 ◦C / min since phase transformation
was expected in this range.
(c) From 250 ◦C to 300 ◦C, the heating rate was 7 ◦C / min since no phase transformation
was expected.
10. A heated neutron diffraction scan was completed.
11. The specimen was unloaded and cooled.
It should be noted that the above procedure was repeated on two specimens for both the a
R
= 0.5
and a
R
= 1.25 specimens in order to ensure that the results were repeatable. Also, the cooling/heat-
ing cycle was performed twice on at least one specimen of each notch acuity size in order to
confirm cyclic stability.
3.4.2 Neutron Diffraction Results
In order to establish a baseline for the thermal actuation experiments on the notched cylindrical
specimens, the baseline austenitic and martensitic neutron diffraction patterns were collected on
a smooth cylindrical dogbone specimen. As shown in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25, the austenitic and
martensitic d-spacing peaks are clearly different. Comparison of peak intensities from Figs. 3.24
and 3.25 suggests that for axially detwinned martensite, it is sufficient to analyze the diffraction
peaks primarily from the axial detector in order to determine the phase of the material. Therefore,
the neutron diffraction results from the axial detector are primarily utilized for further analysis.
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Furthermore, it can be seen that the sharpest peak for austenite is around a d-spacing of 2.2 Å,
where as the most distinctive martensitic peak is around a d-spacing of 2.06 Å. The d-space of 2.2
Å corresponds to the (100) plane in the austenitic B2 crystal structure, while the d-space of 2.06
corresponds to the (100) plane for the martensitic B19’ crystal structure. A zoomed in view of
these peaks is given in Fig. 3.26.
Figure 3.24: Comparison of d-spacing peak intensities for austenite and martensite from the axial
detector for the smooth cylindrical dogbone specimen.
From these baseline neutron diffraction patterns on the smooth cylindrical dogbone, it is now
possible to determine the effect of the addition of notches into the cylinders. As described in
the experimental procedure, neutron diffraction patterns were collected both at high and low tem-
peratures, corresponding to complete austenite and martensite respectively, as well as during the
thermal cycling. As expected, while the specimens were held under load at high temperature, the
austenitic neutron diffraction pattern for all specimens match as shown in Fig. 3.27. Similarly,
under load at low temperature, the martensitic neutron diffraction patterns also match for all spec-
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of d-spacing peak intensities for austenite and martensite from the radial
detector for the smooth cylindrical dogbone specimen.
Figure 3.26: Magnification of d-spacing peak intensities for austenite and martensite from the axial
detector for the smooth cylindrical dogbone specimen between a d-spacing of 1.95 and 2.3 .
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imens as shown in Fig. 3.28. These results are to be expected and are in line with the simulation
results described previously.
Figure 3.27: Neutron diffraction patterns for all specimens while under load and at 250 ◦C, indi-
cating an austenitic crystal structure.
The baseline data are useful to ensure that all data is in line with prior results. Specifically, such
neutron diffraction results were obtained previously for similar SMA material systems by previous
researchers [98–102]. However these prior works have been primarily looking at smooth dogbones
cylinders. Therefore, it is useful now to consider the effect of the addition of the notches into the
cylinders. The neutron diffraction patterns obtained during the slow cooling and heating portions
for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen is shown in Figs. 3.29a and 3.30a, respectively. Based on the differences
in the peaks for austenite and martensite as identified in Fig. 3.26, it is assumed that it is possible to
determine the volume fraction of material in austenite based on the relative intensity of the peaks
around a d-space of 2.3 Å in comparison to the volume fraction of material in martensite based on
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Figure 3.28: Neutron diffraction patterns for all specimens while under load and at 150 ◦C, indi-
cating a martensitic crystal structure.
the peaks around 2.06 Å. Therefore, in order to utilize the neutron diffraction data to determine
volume fraction of material in the austenitic phase, the average of the peaks with d-spacing between
2.26 and 2.35 Å is considered. Similarly, the average of the peaks from d-spacing of 1.98 to
2.1 Å are assumed to represent the martensitic volume fraction. For consistency, and since the
magnitude of the martensitic peaks around 2.06 Å are lower than the austenitic peaks around
2.3 Å, the peak intensities are normalized such that maximum intensity of each d-space range
corresponds to the material being completely in the corresponding material phase. Additionally,
in the processing of this data, flyer points have been eliminated by comparing data points to each
other. The reason for this comparison and elimination of data for purposes of austenitic/martensitic
volume fraction determination is that the neutron source was not able to provide 100% reliability
in production of neutrons. At various times during the ramps, the neutron beam would shut down,
causing the test frame to pause the current operation. However in so doing, the data collection was
unable to provide smooth and consistent data throughout the entire experimental procedure. As
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such, flyers associated with these shutdowns were eliminated. Utilizing these assumptions, it was
therefore possible to convert the neutron diffraction results into austenitic and martensitic volume
fractions, as shown in Figs. 3.29b and 3.30b for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen during cooling and heating,
respectively.
Based on the neutron diffration data for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen during both cooling and heating,
it is difficult to determine if phase transformation reversal can be identified. In general it can be
seen that at high temperatures, the austenitic volume fraction is approximately 1 (as expected),
while at low temperature, the martensitic volume fraction is approximately 1. Based on Fig. 3.29b,
it is found that the forward phase transformation initiates around 215 ◦C and complete around 190
◦C, well in line with the data gathered from preliminary testing at TAMU on this material for the
smooth cylindrical dogbone at the same load level, which is shown in Fig. 1.4. It is interesting
to note that the phase transformation even at this scale within the notched region is a distributed
phenomena. This matches well with the numerical results from Sec. 2.3, which indicates that
the stress is not constant throughout this region of minimum cross-section. Furthermore, Sec. 2.3
indicates that the stress redistribution causes the stress in the center of the specimens to drop which
causes completion of phase transformation to take longer. These neutron diffraction results support
this conclusion in that, as shown in Fig. 3.29b, the austenitic volume fraction reduces quickly from
215 ◦C to 200 ◦C. However in contrast the reduction in austenitic volume fraction from 200 ◦C to
187◦C is much more gradual, indicating that there is material along this plane of minimum cross
section which is at significantly lower stress levels than other material in this plane.
As mentioned, one of the reasons why these neutron diffraction experiments were conducted on
Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20 was due to the ability of this material to undergo complete thermal actuation cycles
at temperatures above room temperature, which was not achievable for Ni50.8Ti49.2. Therefore it is
useful to also consider the reverse transformation as shown in Fig. 3.30 for the a
R
= 0.5 specimen.
Similar to the cooling of this specimen, no clear reverse transformation is indicated in the neutron
diffraction results. However, it should be noted that based on the results of Sec. 2.3, the magnitude
of the phase transformation reversal is not expected to be significant and Fig. 2.17 indicates that
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(a) Neutron diffraction patterns
(b) Evolution of austenite and martensite
Figure 3.29: Neutron diffraction patterns and phase volume fraction evolution for a
R
= 0.5 speci-
men during cooling.
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(a) Neutron diffraction patterns
(b) Evolution of austenite and martensite
Figure 3.30: Neutron diffraction patterns and phase volume fraction evolution for a
R
= 0.5 speci-
men during heating.
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complete phase transformation is expected through the plane of minimum cross section prior to any
phase transformation reversal. Therefore, in order to identify any phase transformation reversal,
it is useful to consider notch acuities where such phase transformation reversal should be more
pronounced, such as for the a
R
= 1.25 specimen.
The results of cooling and heating for the a
R
= 1.25 specimen are shown in Figs. 3.31 and 3.32,
respectively. As mentioned, the primary reason for performing the neutron diffraction experiments
is that it is desired to validated experimentally whether there is any pause and/or phase transforma-
tion reversal which can be identified experimentally. Although these results do not clearly identify
any phase transformation reversal, it is possible to note some level of pause during both the forward
and the reverse phase transformation. As shown in Fig. 3.31b, around 182 ◦C, it appears that dur-
ing forward phase transformation (cooling) the martensitic volume fraction pauses. Similarly, the
austenitic volume fraction also pauses around this same temperature. Furthermore, during reverse
phase transformation (heating), Fig. 3.32b indicates that a similar pause in phase transformation is
experienced around 200 ◦C.
An additional capability that these neutron diffraction experiments were able to capture is a
comparison between the global phase transformation behavior throughout the entire notched cylin-
drical SMA specimen in comparison to the phase transformation happening locally within the plane
of minimum cross-section. As mentioned, it was expected that forward transformation should oc-
cur throughout the entire specimen between 170 ◦C and 225 ◦C, and that reverse transformation
should occur between 190 ◦C and 250 ◦C. This is clearly shown for a a
R
= 1.25 specimen in
Fig. 3.33 via the typical hysteresis curve for thermal actuation. The novelty of these results is
that, based on the martensitic volume fraction measurements as shown in Figs. 3.31b and 3.32b,
it is possible to determine the local evolution of the martensitic volume fraction in the plane of
minimum cross-section in comparison to the global phase transformation behavior. Based on Fig.
3.33, it is clear that the plane of minimum cross-section is one of the last areas to undergo forward
phase transformation into martensite, and is one of the first areas to undergo reverse phase trans-
formation into austenite. Refering back to the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1.3, this clearly
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(a) Neutron diffraction patterns
(b) Evolution of austenite and martensite
Figure 3.31: Neutron diffraction patterns and phase volume fraction evolution for a
R
= 1.25 speci-
men during cooling.
indicates that the bulk of the plane of minimum cross-section is under relatively low stress. As
such, this result suggests that the reduction in stress due to stress redistribution as shown in Ch. 2
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(a) Neutron diffraction patterns
(b) Evolution of austenite and martensite
Figure 3.32: Neutron diffraction patterns and phase volume fraction evolution for a
R
= 1.25 speci-
men during heating.
is supported based on experimental evidence. Therefore, these neutron diffraction results seem to
support the numerical results presented in Ch. 2 in so far as a pause in the phase transformation
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can be identified experimentally.
Figure 3.33: Hysteresis loop based on MTS extension and temperature compared with martensitic
volume fraction for a
R
= 1.25 specimen.
3.5 Conclusion
The combined use of experimental and numerical approaches can add extra value to any analy-
sis. Some interesting numerical results were presented in Ch. 2 on the effect of stress redistribution
during phase transformation in SMA notched cylindrical bars. In this chapter, various experimental
methods were utilized in order to provide some level of experimental verification of the numerical
results discussed. Through monitoring of surface strain response under both pseudoelastic and
thermal actuation loading paths, it was possible to verify various surface level details of the sim-
ulations. Through these experimental results, proof was also given as to the strain/temperature
response exhibited, including the non-linearities in the numerical results which suggest changes in
the areas undergoing phase transformation. Furthermore, the SEM results presented suggest that
for certain critical notch acuities, the stress redistribution and associated phase transformation re-
versal identified in Ch. 2 could lead to specimen failure initiating from inside the specimen, rather
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than at the notch wall where the stresses are the highest.
Finally, a series of experiments were conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory which en-
abled crystallographic identification of the material in the plane of minimum cross-section. In these
experiments, all specimens showed the same austenitic and martensitic peaks. A few characteris-
tic d-space peak locations were selected in order to be able to identify the phase of the material.
Through a careful analysis of these peaks, it was possible to track the evolution of the austenitic
and martensitic volume fractions. Although the results are not as conclusive as the results from
Ch. 2, these experiments do indicate that at least some pause in the phase transformation could be
identified.
As the entire lifetime of a SMA component is studied, the numerical results presented in Ch. 2
and the experimental results presented in the current chapter are useful in understanding how the
phase transformation affects a SMA component for each phase transformation cycle in the pres-
ence of stress concentrations. Utilizing this basis of understanding how the stress concentrations
affect the stress redistribution due to phase transformation within a single cycle, it is now neces-
sary to look at how these stress concentrations will grow throughout the entire lifetime of a SMA
component.
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION DURING ACTUATION FATIGUE 1
The preceding chapters have analyzed the impact of stress redistribution in SMAs with stress
concentrations during phase transformation in a single thermomechanical cycle. This preceding
analysis has utilized notches in cylinders in order to generate the stress concentrations. As the
entire lifetime of a SMA component is considered, however, the repeated phase transformation of
an SMA component will lead to the formation of internal damage and eventual failure. This forma-
tion of internal damage will also lead to the generation of internal stress concentrations. Therefore,
in order to understand how the stress will redistribute in a given phase transformation cycle, it is
necessary to understand the evolution of internal damage throughout the entire lifetime of a SMA
component. In the following chapter, a systematic study is conducted in order to ascertain the evo-
lution of damage throughout the lifetime of a SMA component, specifically for the case of a SMA
actuator, in which the SMA is subjected to repeated phase transformation due to thermal actuation.
4.1 Experimental Setup
In order to study the evolution of damage during actuation fatigue in SMAs, two different types
of tests were performed. Specifically, the first type of test was performed by actuating various spec-
imens, monitoring the strain response over the actuation fatigue lifetime, and then scanning various
specimens which were stopped at a given predicted actuation fatigue lifetime by utilizing X-ray
computed microtomography (µCT) in order to reveal the internal damage in the specimen. The
second type of tests were performed by conducting partial unloading/loading cycles at fixed cyclic
intervals throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime in order to monitor the evolution of the effective
modulus for each phase of the specimen. Both types of tests were performed on Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20
dogbone shaped specimens as shown in Fig. 4.1. The gage section of the dogbone actuators was
40.5mm long, 2.7 mm wide, and 0.5mm thick. The phase transformation temperatures of these
1Portions of this chapter reprinted with permission from "Damage Evolution during Actuation Fatigue in Shape
Memory Alloys" by Phillips, F.R., Wheeler, R., and Lagoudas, D.C., 2018, SPIE Smart Structures and Materials and
Nondestructive Evaluation and Health Monitoring.
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Figure 4.1: Actuation fatigue
dogbone loaded within actua-
tion fatigue load frame
Figure 4.2: Actuation fatigue load frame
specimens are well above 100 ◦C, thereby allowing for thermal actuation via resistive heating and
convective cooling with ambient air. Additional details on the experimental conditions are given
below.
4.1.1 Strain Response and Imaging of Internal Damage Evolution
Actuation fatigue experiments have been conducted by loading fatigue dogbone specimens into
a custom designed tensile fatigue frame as shown in Fig. 4.2. In this load frame, the top of the
specimen is fixed to the top of the fatigue frame and a constant load is attached to the bottom of
the specimen, thereby ensuring nominally isobaric loading conditions. An LVDT arm is attached
to the bottom grip in order to measure the overall displacement of the specimen. Temperature is
monitored via an infrared sensor. A camera is located close to the specimen in order to capture
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images for digital image correlation (DIC). Thermal cycling is controlled via a Labview program
in order to resistively heat or convectively cool the specimen, as well as to gather data as provided
by the various sensors. More details on the experimental setup can be obtained from previous work
[90, 92].
In order to determine the evolution of internal damage, actuation fatigue experiments were
stopped at various points in the predicted actuation fatigue lifetimes of multiple specimens. The
actuation fatigue lifetime predictions are based on the model of Chemisky et al. [94]. Specimens
were stopped after 2%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of their fatigue life. All of these specimens were
then imaged using X-ray µCT at the US Naval Research Laboratory using a Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa
with a voxel size of 3 µm (a voxel in 3D is the equivalent of a pixel in 2D). For reference, a pre
fatigue and a post fracture specimen were also imaged. The resulting images from the X-Ray µCT
scans were processed through a custom MATLAB program in order to segment out void areas. The
segmentation algorithm is discussed further in Appendix A. After segmentation, the images were
recombined into 3D objects utilizing Dragonfly [103].
4.1.2 Effective Modulus Evolution
In traditional metals, the evolution of internal damage due to structural fatigue is frequently
characterized as a function of the change of modulus in a specimen. This is typically accom-
plished by cyclic variation of a mechanical load and monitoring the strain response. However in
the present study, it is desired to understand the evolution of damage due to actuation fatigue in
shape memory alloys. Furthermore, austenite and martensite typically have a different effective
modulus at the beginning of life. Therefore, in order to determine the evolution of the effective
modulus during actuation fatigue, thermal actuation cycles were run repeatedly utilizing the same
Labview program used for the standard actuation fatigue experiments. However every 20th thermal
actuation cycle, upon reaching the maximum cycle temperature, the temperature was held while a
mechanical unloading/loading cycle was completed in order to track the evolution of the austenitic
effective modulus. Upon completion of this mechanical unloading/loading cycle in austenite, the
temperature was lowered to allow phase transformation into martensite, and upon reaching the
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Figure 4.3: Test frame setup for monitoring the evolution of the effective modulus
minimum cycle temperature, the temperature was held constant while another mechanical unload-
ing/loading cycle was completed to track the evolution of the martensitic effective modulus.
Due to the required cyclic mechanical unloading/loading, this test was conducted on a MTS
810 servohydraulic test frame, which allowed for determination and control of the load on the
specimen. The test setup is shown in Fig. 4.3. The cyclic control and heating method was the
same as described in Sec. 4.1.1. Temperature measurements were obtained from a thermocouple
attached to the specimen. In order to determine the extension of the specimen gauge length, marks
were placed at the top and bottom of the gauge length as shown in Fig. 4.4. From the location of
these marks as captured in images obtained at the end points of the mechanical unloading/loading
cycle(as described previously), the extensions were determined, which in turn allowed for deter-
mination of the effective modulus when coupled with load data from the MTS test frame.
4.2 Results and Discussion
The accumulation of damage during structural fatigue cycling is a well known phenomena
across many material types. However the accumulation of damage due to actuation fatigue is not
well understood in SMAs. It is well known that in SMAs there is a certain period of training for the
shape memory response. As shown in Fig. 4.5, during this training period at the beginning of life,
both the extension in the austenitic phase as well as the martensitic phase increase quickly at first.
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Figure 4.4: Actuation fatigue dogbone loaded within test frame for monitoring the evolution of the
effective modulus
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of austenite, martensite, and actuation extension over fatigue lifetime for
Ni50.3Ti29.7Hf20 subjected to 300 MPa uniaxial loading.
This is due to the formation of irrecoverable strain locally on the surface of the material. Indeed,
DIC results from the surface of the component clearly show localization in the development of
irrecoverable strain at 2% of the predicted actuation fatigue lifetime as shown in Fig. 4.6. This
localization in strain continues throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime of the component and
failure generally occurs in these areas of highest localized strain.
In order to understand why the strain is localizing in certain areas of the actuation fatigue spec-
imens, a first step is to look at the surface of the material as a function of the actuation fatigue
lifetime. Indeed some prior work has been done in terms of visualizing the surface of specimens
subjected to actuation fatigue [84, 104]. These works have found that several surface cracks can be
found on the surface of specimens that have failed due to actuation fatigue in comparison to spec-
imens prior to actuation fatigue. However these optical results do not show the evolution of these
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Figure 4.6: Irrecoverable strain in specimen after 2% actuation fatigue as measured via DIC.
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surface cracks, nor do they indicate why the surface cracks identified do not lead to catastrophic
failure in comparison to the cracks which do lead to ultimate failure. Furthermore, it has also
been found that areas with higher amounts of surface cracks correspond to the areas of localized
irrecoverable strain as measured via DIC. This makes sense since most materials will have a layer
of oxide on the surface, which does not transform. Therefore in order to accommodate the large
deformation associated with phase transformation in the center of the material, the oxide layer will
tend to form cracks on the surface. Furthermore, analysis of the evolution of irrecoverable strain
throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime of a SMA actuator tends to evolve quickly at the begin-
ning of life, with a rapid reduction in irrecoverable strain accumulation after training (as shown
in Fig. 4.5). As such, it is expected that surface crack formation will occur most rapidly at the
beginning of the actuation fatigue lifetime and experience a rapid decrease in the level of surface
crack formation as the actuation fatigue lifetime progresses. This has indeed been confirmed in an
optical microscopy study conducted in conducted with this work, in which multiple surface cracks
were found on actuation fatigue specimens aged to 25% of their lifetime (as compared to a pre
fatigue specimen), but the level of surface cracks did not change significantly at 50% nor 90% of
the actuation fatigue lifetime. Therefore, although ultimate failure generally starts from a surface
crack, it is necessary to utilize alternative techniques in order to understand what is happening to a
SMA actuator during actuation fatigue which will lead to ultimate failure.
In order to further explore this localization of irrecoverable strain as well as formation of sur-
face cracks, the use of non-destructive evaluation methods can be very helpful. As described in
Sec. 4.1.1, this has been accomplished utilizing X-Ray µCT to image the evolution of internal
damage inside the specimens. The 3D reconstructions of the pre specimen, 2%, 50%, 90%, and
post failure specimens are shown in Fig. 4.7. From a qualitative perspective, this figure indicates
that the specimen imaged prior to actuation testing has minimal defects, as expected. However, as
shown Fig. 4.7b, after only 2% actuation fatigue, immediately a large number of damage sites can
be identified. This damage has grown slightly at 50% of the actuation fatigue life as shown in Fig.
4.7c. However at 90% of the actuation fatigue lifetime a significantly higher level of damage can
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be observed. The level of damage appears to grow much higher in the post failure specimen.
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(a) Prior to Actuation Testing (b) 2% actuation fatigue
(c) 50% actuation fatigue
(d) 90% actuation fatigue (e) Post actuation fatigue
Figure 4.7: Location of internal damage from X-Ray µCT at various actuation fatigue lifetimes
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In order to obtain a more quantitative perspective of what these X-ray µCT results are indi-
cating, it was decided to determine a damage volume fraction based on the amount of damage in
each specimen with respect to the total volume scanned. As shown in Fig. 4.8, damage clearly
accumulates within the specimens in a non-linear manner. At the beginning of life (from 0% to
2%), the data indicates there is a rapid accumulation of damage. It should also be noted that this
time period from 0% to 2% of the actuation fatigue lifetime coincides with the training period in
the SMA as indicated by the near saturation of irrecoverable extension after 2% of the actuation
fatigue lifetime. However, during this training period, it is noted that irrecoverable extension also
grows quickly. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the accumulation of irrecoverable strain
is directly related to the accumulation of damage.
In contrast to the rapid accumulation of internal damage during the training period, X-ray
µCT data from 2% to 75% shows a much more gradual progression in the accumulation of internal
damage as shown in Fig. 4.8. It can also be noted that this gradual accumulation of internal damage
is directly proportional to the accumulation of irrecoverable extension. Near end of life however,
it can be seen that this accumulation of internal damage increases significantly, as indicated by the
data points at 90% actuation life and at the end of life. It can also be noted that, as seen for the 90%
specimen shown in Fig. 4.7d, these damage tend to grow in a lateral direction rather than along
the axial direction of the specimens. Hence, as expected, the damage tend to coalesce transverse
to the direction of the applied load.
While it is useful to know the evolution of damage during actuation fatigue, it is generally
impractical to utilize X-ray µCT to determine the status of damage in a structural component
while in use. Another more practical method would be to monitor the evolution of the effective
modulus of the structural component. Utilizing the methodology described in Sec. 4.1.2, it has
been found that there is indeed a significant change in effective modulus due to actuation fatigue.
Fig. 4.9 shows the results of this study on the effective modulus. As shown, the effective modulus
of austenite is initially higher than that of martensite, which is expected for most SMA material
systems [2]. During cycling, it can be seen that the effective modulus of austenite and martensite
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of irrecoverable strain and internal damage during actuation fatigue life.
both drop slowly over time. This slow drop over time is expected since the accumulation of damage
volume fraction progresses slowly. Furthermore, since the material is known to be highly brittle
due to precipitation hardening, the sudden failure while the effective modulus is still elevated is
not surprising.
Comparing the evolution of the effective modulus to the accumulation of irrecoverable strain
and evolution of internal damage in the material shows a strong agreement for all of these vari-
ous characterization parameters through most of the lifetime of these SMA actuators. During the
training phase, it was noted that irrecoverable extension accumulates quickly, which in turn should
cause the rapid formation of internal damage in order to accommodate this overall extension. How-
ever as damage nucleate inside the specimen, there is reduction in material able to sustain the load,
which in turn would tend to reduce the effective modulus of the material. After the initial training
period, the accumulation of irrecoverable extension is slow and as such damage evolve much more
slowly than during the training period. Consequently, the effective modulus can also be expected
to evolve much more slowly.
As the actuators approach failure, the X-ray µCT data clearly indicates that the void volume
fraction increases dramatically. When the reduction of load bearing material described above is
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the effective modulus of austenite and martensite during actuation fatigue
lifetime.
coupled with the stress redistribution associated with the phase transformation in SMAs, this would
lead to an even faster void formation near the end of the actuation fatigue lifetime. The stress
redistribution experienced due to the phase transformation has been shown to lead to a number of
unique phenomena in SMAs including a change in the method by which the phase transformation
propagates when high stress concentrators are located near one another [105]. Furthermore, it has
been shown by Jape et al. [47] that the phase transformation from austenite to martensite tends
to promote fracture due to an increase in critical energy release rate. Therefore, when considered
in the context of the damage as shown in Fig. 4.7d, it can be clearly seen that these damage sites
will lead to many localized high stress concentrations near each other and that as such damage sites
will tend to grow and coalesce more quickly during phase transformation. Therefore, the combined
effects of less supporting material, stress redistribution during phase transformation, and variation
in the critical energy release rate during phase transformation can help to explain why the actuation
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fatigue lifetime in SMAs is generally found to be shorter than the structural fatigue lifetime.
4.3 Conclusion
Cyclic thermal actuation in shape memory alloys has been shown to lead to failure due to
actuation fatigue. It has been experimentally determined that the accumulation of irrecoverable
strain correlates directly with the evolution of internal damage and inversely with the effective
modulus of a SMA actuator. Furthermore, this accumulation of internal damage progresses in a
nonlinear manner, with rapid damage nucleation at the beginning of life, followed by a slow steady
growth until an exponential increase near the end of life. Therefore, as additional applications
are being considered for the use of SMA actuators, monitoring of the internal damage in a SMA
component is necessary in order to accurately predict the remaining actuation lifetime of the SMA.
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5. MODELING OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION DURING ACTUATION FATIGUE
The x-ray computed tomography data presented in Ch. 4 clearly demonstrates that the evolution
of internal damage within a SMA specimen is non-linear. The non-linearity in damage evolution
can have several implications, including changes to the effective elastic modulus and introduction
of additional strain and stress due to inelastic phenomena. Therefore, in order to be able to accu-
rately predict the evolution of SMA components of arbitrary geometry, it is therefore necessary to
establish a damage accumulation model which accounts for this non-linearity in damage accumu-
lation. In addition, it is also desired to use such a model in order to determine the actuation fatigue
lifetime of the components. Additionally, as was demonstrated in Ch. 2 and Ch. 3, the phase
transformation within each phase transformation cycle is directly linked to the existence of stress
concentrations. By modeling the evolution of these stress concentrations throughout the actuation
fatigue lifetime of a SMA actuator and combining this model with the variation in phase transfor-
mation due to stress concentrations, it is therefore further possible to obtain a better understanding
of how phase transformations will progress within each thermal actuation cycle throughout the
entire actuation fatigue lifetime of a SMA actuator.
5.1 Modeling of Damage Evolution
As mentioned in the Ch. 1, there are a number of models that currently exist for failure due
to structural fatigue. Many of these models exhibit a non-linear damage accumulation, starting
with a long slow damage growth from the beginning of life and then the internal damage increases
exponentially near the end of life. However, for SMA actuation fatigue, there are very few models
available that predict the evolution of damage during actuation fatigue. The 3D constitutive model
of Chemisky et al. [94] proposes to evolve damage in a linear manner as a function of cycles to
failure, similar to the model proposed by Miner [106]. Specifically, the linear damage evolution
proposed by Chemisky et al. is of the form shown in Eq. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of Internal Damage Evolution as determined experimentally versus a lin-
ear damage evolution model.
d˙
dcrit
=
N˙
Nf
(5.1)
Unfortunately neither the structural fatigue models nor the linear damage accumulation model
match the experimental results obtained in the previous section. Figure 5.1 shows a comparison
between the linear damage evolution model (as posited by Chemisky et al. [94] and the experi-
mental data. The figure clearly shows that the linear damage accumulation model overestimates the
internal damage through much of the lifetime of the SMA actuator. Therefore, a new formulation
is needed in order to accurately capture the evolution of internal damage in a SMA actuator.
5.1.1 Damage Evolution Formulation
In order to capture the non-linear behavior exhibited by the internal damage as determined
experimentally, a compound function is proposed. The initial portion of the lifetime (from 0 to
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50% of the life) resembles a logarithmic function, where as the end of the lifetime resembles an
exponential function. As such, defining N˜ as the percentage of the actuation fatigue lifetime, a
function for the internal damage d in the form of Eq. 5.2 is proposed.
d = c1log(c2N˜) + c3e
c4N˜ (5.2)
Utilizing the convention that ˙˜N indicates a differentiation of N˜ with respect to time, the differ-
ential form of the damage equation with respect to time is
d˙ =
c1
N˜
˙˜N + c3c4
˙˜Nec4N˜ (5.3)
As shown in Eq. 5.3, it is proposed that the incremental increase in damage is composed of
two unique parts. For simplicity, the first portion of Eq. 5.3, c1
N˜
˙˜N , can be considered as a damage
nucleation term, while the second portion, c3c4
˙˜Nec4N˜ , represents damage growth and coalescence.
To explain these components more clearly, it is necessary to consider how damage would form
and propagate within the SMA. Consider first the damage nucleation term. It is will known that
metallic materials will have various types of dislocations within their matrix. According to Cal-
lister [107], "A dislocation is a linear or one-dimensional defect around which some of the atoms
are misaligned." Furthermore, dislocation slip is directly associated with the motion of these dis-
locations due to motion of the atomic planes. In addition, the dislocation motion can typically
be constrained ("pinned") by a number of factors including grain boundaries, precipitates, strain
hardening, etc.
Applying these concepts to SMAs, it can therefore be assumed that after solidification, SMAs
will have a number of dislocations randomly distributed throughout the matrix, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 5.2.a. In this figure, it is schematically shown that dislocations are randomly scattered
throughout various grains, where the grain boundaries are defined by the black lines. Recalling
that the phase transformation in SMAs is directly associated with the propagation of a transfor-
mation front (habit plane) which will change the crystal structure of the atoms, it can therefore be
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reasonably assumed that this transformation front will carry dislocations, as shown schematically
in Fig. 5.2.b. For illustrative purposes, the phase transformation propagation front is indicated by
the red lines and moving in the direction of the arrows. Due to the fact that the phase transfor-
mation progresses through each grain individually, it is therefore reasonable to conclude that after
phase transformation has completed in each grain, the dislocations which have been carried due
to the phase transformation front will therefore become pinned at the grain boundaries, as shown
schematically in Fig. 5.2.c. Considering the fact that crack initiation takes place due to the accu-
mulation of dislocations [1], and as illustrated schematically, that the dislocations are moving due
to phase transformation, it is therefore proposed that crack nucleation is directly associated with
the motion of dislocations to areas where they become pinned (such as at grain boundaries) and
thus accumulate, leading to crack formation. Furthermore, since atomic motion will occur during
every phase transformation, it is likely that the dislocation motion will occur during every phase
transformation cycle. However, barring the introduction of new dislocations, there will be a con-
stant decrease in dislocations available for motion as the number of phase transformation cycles
increase. This is in direct agreement with the results of Dunand-Chatellet and Moumni [108], in
which they found that there is a high level of acoustic events which occur within the first cycle,
and much fewer acoustic events in subsequent phase transformation cycles, at least up until close
to failure. Therefore, there will be the highest amount of dislocations moving to the pinning lo-
cations during the first transformation cycle and a constant reduction in this dislocation motion as
the number of cycles increases, thereby meaning that crack nucleation will be highest in the initial
transformation cycle and the rate of nucleation will decrease as number of cycles increases. Indeed
according to Gall and Maier [42], there is an absence of dislocation activity after initial cycling.
With respect to the second term in Eq. 5.3, this term is physically representative of damage
growth and coalesence. As the number of cycles increases, there is progressively less sites available
to nucleate damage. However the existing damage locations will progressively grow in size. At first
this damage growth is slow, however as these damage locations grow, eventually they will become
so large that they will tend to coalesce. Such a mechanism for damage growth and coalescence has
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Figure 5.2: Motion of dislocations during phase transformation.
been seen across a number of materials [109] and indeed the modeling of fatigue in many materials
follows such an exponential form [110–112]. Therefore, the second term of Eq. 5.3 is proposed in
an exponential fashion in keeping with prior works.
In order to utilize the percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime, N˜ in the incremental damage
accumulation model, it is necessary to postulate a functional form for the incremental percentage
of actuation fatigue lifetime. From a modeling perspective, keeping track of a cycle number is
not thermodynamically consistent, but rather the model should be related to some internal state
variable which can be tracked. Furthermore, in order to keep in line with the model of Lagoudas
et al. [95], it is necessary to relate the incremental percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime with the
martensitic volume fraction in order to allow for derivation of the thermodynamic driving forces.
One additional consideration which is utilized in the determination of a function for the incremental
increase in the percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime is that it is assumed that damage only grows
during forward transformation. This assumption is based on the work of Jape et al. [47], in which
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they showed that the crack tip energy release rate increases during forward transformation until
forward transformation is completed. In contrast, during reverse transformation, this crack tip
energy release rate decreases. These numerical results indicate that cracks will tend to grow during
forward transformation but not during reverse transformation. Experimental results on compact
tension specimens have shown similar results, in that cracks have been shown to grow during
cooling and close or remain constant during heating [113]. Therefore, damage is assumed to grow
only during forward transformation. Furthermore, Jape et al. showed that the crack tip energy
release rate increases in a nearly linear manner during forward transformation [47]. It is thus
proposed that the incremental percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime (and thereby the internal
damage evolution) implementation will increase only during forward transformation in a linear
manner such that complete forward transformation (increasing the martensitic volume fraction
from 0 to 1) leads to the equivalent damage increase from a complete thermal cycle. In this way, it
is possible to account for varying load levels as a function of martensitic volume fraction, as well as
for partial cycles. Taking all of these factors into consideration, it is proposed for the incremental
percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime follows Eq. 5.4.
˙˜N =

1.905ξ˙(ξ−ξmin)
Nf
, ξ˙ > 0
0, ξ˙ ≤ 0
(5.4)
In Eq. 5.4, the term Nf represents is number of cycles to failure. There have been several prior
studies that have attempted to predict the actuation fatigue lifetime of SMAs using a number of dif-
ferent criterion. Some of the earliest work on actuation fatigue have shown a correlation between
the applied actuation stress and the cycles to failure [68, 74]. Others have found that the level of
TRIP may be a better predictor for actuation fatigue lifetime [79, 81, 91]. Another method for ac-
tuation fatigue lifetime prediction which has been utilized more recently is based on the actuation
work [61, 67, 84]. All of these criterion have been able to predict the actuation fatigue lifetime
for certain material compositions and heat treatments, however of all these methods, the actuation
work method appears to be applicable across the widest range of materials after appropriate model
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parameter calibration. Following the work of Calhoun et al. [67], the cycles to failure, Nf , is deter-
mined as a function of the actuation work, Φˆ, defined as Φˆ = σt, and the calibration parameters,
Cd and γd, such that
Nf = (
Φˆ
Cd
)γd (5.5)
It should be noted that this implementation is based on the uniaxial tensile loading. Therefore,
in order to generalize the actuation fatigue lifetime prediction for 3 dimensional cases, the form of
Φˆ can be generalized such that it involves the double dot product of stress, σ and the maximum
transformation strain Λt (in conjunction with the work of Chemisky et al. [94]), as shown in Eq.
5.6.
Nf = (
σ : Λt
Cd
)γd (5.6)
It should be noted that in the definition of N˜ , there is a term ξmin which appears in the multipli-
cation with the martensitic volume fraction, ξ. The term ξmin is defined as the minimum martensitic
volume fraction at a point during reverse phase transformation prior to the start of forward phase
transformation. This term is used to acknowledge the fact that, as discussed, the crack tip energy
release rate increases during forward transformation based on the work of Jape et al. [47]. How-
ever, in cases of partial cycling, the increase in crack tip energy release does not go from the crack
tip energy release rate in full austenite to the crack tip energy release rate in full martensite, but
rather the crack tip energy release rate oscillates between some intermediate values. Therefore, in
order to accommodate partial cycling, the addition of this ξmin term allows for cycling in cases
where the phase transformation does not undergo complete reverse phase transformation. After
substitution and simplification, it is possible to express d˙ explicitly as a function of ξ˙ as shown in
Eq. 5.7, where fd is defined in Eq. 5.8.
d˙ = fdξ˙ (5.7)
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fd =

c1
N˜
1.905ξ
Nf
+ c3c4
1.905ξ
Nf
ec4N˜ , ξ˙ > 0
0, ξ˙ ≤ 0
(5.8)
A further assumption of the model is that damage either remains constant or grows, that is d˙ ≥
0. As a direct consequence of this non-negative damage accumulation restriction, it is therefore
possible to impose restrictions on the values of c1, c3, and c4 based on Eq. 5.3 in conjunction
with the definition of N˜ , defined as the percentage of actuation fatigue lifetime. Starting with the
assumption damage does not reduce and then substituting in Eq. 5.3 leads to:
d˙ ≥ 0 (5.9)
c1
N˜
˙˜N + c3c4
˙˜Nec4N˜ ≥ 0 (5.10)
After rearrangement to find c1 it is found that
c1 ≥ −N˜c3c4ec4N˜ (5.11)
Recalling the N˜ varies from 0 (beginning of life) to 1 (end of life), it is therefore possible to
place restrictions on the possible values of c1. Specifically, at the beginning of life, N˜ = 0, which
therefore limits the acceptable values of c1 such that
c1 ≥ 0 (5.12)
The restriction on c1 clearly implies that c1 cannot be negative. From a thermodynamic per-
spective, this restriction makes sense because damage cannot be negative. In the case where c1 is
0, this would lead to no rapid initial damage nucleation (in conjunction with the logarithmic term
assumed in Eq. 5.2), but rather the damage would be controlled by the exponential growth terms,
in agreement with many other damage accumulation models in the literature for classical materials.
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Moving on to c3 and c4, it is possible to rearrange Eq. 5.10 in order to get a relation between
these values.
c3c4e
c4N˜ ≥ − c1
N˜
(5.13)
Solving explicitly for c3 as a function of c1 and c4, it is found that
c3 ≥ − c1
N˜c4ec4N˜
(5.14)
Recalling that this constant value of c3 must be applicable for the entire actuation fatigue life-
time, it is therefore useful to examine the most restrictive case based on the percentage of actuation
fatigue lifetime. As such, for N˜ = 1, this leads to
c3 ≥ − c1
c4ec4
(5.15)
From an implementation perspective, this restriction on the possible values of c3 is necessary
similarly in order to maintain a non-negative growth of damage. For cases when the value of c3
is negative (but still greater than this restriction), this leads to an exponential decay in the damage
growth rate. Specifically, in the case where c3 is exactly equal to the right hand side of Eq. 5.15,
the damage growth rate at the end of the actuation fatigue life is 0. For the case when c3 = 0,
this means that the exponential term is 0 and damage only accumulates in accordance with the
logarithmic term. For positive values of c3, this means that the damage will exponentially grow at
the end of life.
Based on the experimental damage data from Ch. 4, it is expected that the values of c1 and c3
should be positive, which is an acceptable result given the restrictions on the values of these param-
eters utilizing the assumption that damage growth is non-negative. Indeed, utilizing a least squares
fitting method, the values of c1, c3, and c4 are determined in order to match the experimental dam-
age accumulation curve. The resulting values for c1, c3, and c4, as well as the additional damage
accumulation parameters are shown in Table 5.1. As shown in Fig. 5.3, comparing the resulting
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Table 5.1: Damage Evolution Parameters
Parameter Value
c1 3.159x10
−3
c3 2.752x10
−6
c4 10.87
Dcrit 0.191
Cd 3231.3
γd -0.672
damage evolution curve from this non-linear damage accumulation curve to the experimental data
shows a much closer fit to the experimental data than the linear damage evolution curve assumed
by prior works.
Since an experimentally derived damage evolution curve has been obtained, it is now possible
to utilize this non-linear damage evolution model within the global framework of a SMA constitu-
tive model and determine the actuation fatigue lifetime based on the evolution of damage up to the
damage at the end of the fatigue lifetime, dcrit, as determined experimentally.
5.1.2 Inclusion of Damage into Existing Constitutive Model
The proposed damage evolution model has been utilized to augment the constitutive model de-
veloped by Lagoudas et al. [95]. In this model, the total Gibbs free energy, G, is additively decom-
posed into 3 contributions composed of an austenitic thermoelastic contribution, GA, a martensitic
thermoelastic contribution, GM , and a mixing term due to the interaction between austenite and
martensite, Gmix as shown in Eq. 5.16.
G(σ, T, t, ξ, gt) = (1− ξ)GA(σ, T ) + ξGM(σ, T )
+Gmix(σ, t, gt) (5.16)
In this model, the austenitic and martensitic contributions to the total Gibbs free energy are
assumed to be of the form in Eq. 5.17, replacing γ with A or M for austenite or martensite respec-
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Internal Damage Evolution as determined experimentally versus a lin-
ear model and the proposed non-linear damage evolution model.
tively. 1.
Gγ(σ, T ) = − 1
2ρ
σ : Sγσ − 1
ρ
σ : α(T − T0)
+cγ[(T − T0)− T ln( T
T0
)]− sγ0T + uγ0 (5.17)
However there is currently no explicit introduction of damage in any of the portions of this
model. Therefore, it is hereby proposed to augment the elastic portions of the austenitic and
martensitic contributions to the total Gibbs free energy with a dependence on the current state
of damage. Taking the elastic portion of the Gibbs free energy for austenite and martensite, and
following the addition of damage into the SMA constitutive model of Chemisky et al [94], the
1The operation denoted by (-:-) indicates the inner product of two second-order tensors
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elastic portion of the Gibbs free energy for austenite and martensite is modified as shown in Eq.
5.18.
Gγel(σ, d) = −
1
2ρ(1− d)σ : S
γσ (5.18)
Thus, the modified austenitic and martensitic Gibbs free energy can be written as
Gγ(σ, T, d) = − 1
2ρ(1− d)σ : S
γσ − 1
ρ
σ : α(T − T0)
+cγ[(T − T0)− T ln( T
T0
)]− sγ0T + uγ0 (5.19)
No change is proposed to the energy of mixing, which is given as
Gmix(σ, t, gt) = −1
ρ
σ : t +
1
ρ
gt (5.20)
The definition of the evolution equations for the transformation strain, t and hardening energy,
gt follow the definitions presented by Lagoudas et al. [95]. Once the evolution laws for the inter-
nal state variables are defined, in order to ensure that the proposed model is thermodynamically
consistent, it is necessary to ensure satisfaction of the conservation laws as well as the laws of
thermodynamics. Utilizing conservation of mass, linear momentum, and angular momentum, it is
possible to write the first law of thermodynamics in local form as
ρu˙ = σ : ˙− div(q) + ρr (5.21)
where ρ is the density, u is the internal energy, q is the heat flux vector, and r is the rate of internal
heat generation.
Moving to the second law of thermodynamics, the local form can be written in the form of the
Clausius-Planck inequality [114].
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ρs˙+
1
T
div(q)− ρr
T
≥ 0 (5.22)
Multiplying Eq. 5.22 by T leads to
ρs˙T + div(q)− ρr ≥ 0 (5.23)
Comparing Eq. 5.23 with Eq. 5.21, it is now possible to eliminate the div(q) term as well as
drop some terms which cancel, leading to the form of the second law of thermodynamics as shown
in Eq. 5.24.
ρs˙T − ρu˙+ σ : ˙ ≥ 0 (5.24)
It is now useful to recall the relationship between the Gibbs free energy G and the internal
energy u which are related through the Legendre transformations, as defined in Eq. 5.25.
G = u− 1
ρ
σ : − sT (5.25)
Taking the time rate of change of Eq. 5.25, and re-arranging such the u˙ is on the left side of the
equality gives
u˙ = G˙+
1
ρ
(σ˙ : + σ : ˙)− s˙T − sT˙ (5.26)
Substituting Eq. 5.26 into Eq. 5.24 and after simplification yields
− ρG˙− σ˙ : − ρsT˙ ≥ 0 (5.27)
If the chain rule is now applied in order to determine G˙, based on the internal state variables as
determined from Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, it is possible to expand Eq. 5.27 into 2
2The notation ∂TG indicates the partial derivative of G with respect to T
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− ρ(∂σG : σ˙ + ∂TGT˙ + ∂tG : ˙t + ∂ξGξ˙ + ∂gtGg˙t + ∂dGd˙)− σ˙ : − ρsT˙ ≥ 0 (5.28)
Following the Coleman and Noll procedure [115], it is possible to determine the following
relations for the total infinitesimal strain and specific entropy, as shown in Eqs. 5.29 and 5.30,
respectively.
 = −ρ∂σG = 1
(1− d)Sσ + α(T − T0) + 
t (5.29)
s =
1
ρ
σ : α + c ln(
T
T0
) + s0 (5.30)
At this point, the remaining dissipative terms in the second law of thermodynamics after can-
cellation of terms following the Coleman and Noll procedure are given in Eq. 5.31.
− ρ(∂tG : ˙t + ∂ξGξ˙ + ∂gtGg˙t + ∂dGd˙) ≥ 0 (5.31)
The first three remaining dissipative terms represent the generalized thermodynamical forces
as defined by Qidwai and Lagoudas [116]. These generalized thermodynamical forces are written
as
− ρ∂ξG = pξ; −ρ∂tG = σ; −ρ∂gtG = −1 (5.32)
Due to the definition of pξ as a partial of the Gibbs free energy with respect to the martensitic
volume fraction, ξ, and due to the addition of damage into the Gibbs free energy as defined in
Eq. 5.19, therefore there will be an additional term in the pξ generalized thermodynamical force
beyond that shown in Lagoudas et al [95]. Thus the p term becomes
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pξ =
1
2(1− d)σ : ∆Sσ+ σ : ∆α(T − T0)− ρ∆c[(T − T0)− T ln(
T
T0
)] + ρ∆sT − ρ∆u0 (5.33)
In addition to these generalized thermodynamical forces based on the first three terms of Eq.
5.31, it is here also necessary to define a fourth generalized thermodynamical force in order to
account for the damage term. Therefore, based Eq. 5.31 this fourth generalized thermodynamic
force is in direct relation to the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy,Gwith respect to damage,
d and can be written as shown in Eq. 5.34.
pd = −ρ∂dG = 1
2(1− d)2σ : Sσ (5.34)
which leads to the following form of the second law of thermodynamics.
(σ : Λt + pξ − f t + pdfd)ξ˙ = pitξ˙ ≥ 0 (5.35)
In this final form of the second law of thermodynamics, pit denotes the total thermodynamic
force conjugate to ξ. From this point, the total thermodynamic force is used in order to define when
transformation is expected to occur in accordance with the model of Lagoudas et al. [95].
5.2 Results
For preliminary verification of the model described in the preceding section, the model has
been implemented into a MATLAB program for rapid prediction of the effects of cyclic loading
on the behavior of an SMA. Utilizing the modified constitutive model developed in the previous
section, it is now shown how this model captures the damage behavior of the SMA. The material
parameters used for the simulations are shown in Table 5.2, in addition to the damage parameters
previously shown in Table 5.1.
Based on these parameters, it is possible to predict the evolution of damage within a SMA
subjected to cyclic thermal actuation. For a SMA actuator subjected to a constant 400 MPa load,
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Table 5.2: Material Parameters
Parameter Value
EA 80 GPa
EM 60 GPa
AS 200 ◦C
AF 215 ◦C
MS 175 ◦C
MF 155 ◦C
CA 7 MPa◦C
CM 7 MPa◦C
αA 2.2x10
−5
αM 2.2x10
−5
Hmin 0
Hsat 0.028
k 0.0172 MPa−1
σ¯crit 120 MPa
the damage accumulation predicted is shown in Fig. 5.4. Due to the direct impact of damage on
the elastic portion of the total Gibbs free energy, the evolution in damage in turn has a direct impact
on the effective modulus as well as the elastic strain as shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
In addition to demonstrating a good fit between the evolution of damage as determined from
the numerical and experimental results, it is also useful to demonstrate that the proposed model is
capable of predicting the actuation fatigue lifetime of SMA actuators under multiple loading con-
ditions. Such a comparison is provided in Table 5.3. As can be seen, the proposed implementation
is capable of predicting the actuation fatigue lifetime not only for constant load conditions, but is
also capable of predicting the actuation fatigue lifetime for SMA actuators subjected to variable
loading conditions. Furthermore, the model is shown to be able to predict the actuation fatigue
lifetime with a better match to experimental results in most cases as compared to previous work
which utilized the fatigue life indication parameter method as discussed by Wheeler [87].
After initial confirmation of the suitability of the proposed model to capture the evolution of
internal damage, the full model has also been implemented into a user material subroutine (UMAT)
for use in the finite element modeling software ABAQUS. Utilizing the UMAT developed based
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of damage during actuation fatigue lifetime in a SMA actuator subjected to
400 MPa tensile load.
Figure 5.5: Evolution of effective modulus during actuation fatigue lifetime in a SMA actuator
subjected to 400 MPa tensile load.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of elastic strain during actuation fatigue lifetime in a SMA actuator subjected
to 400 MPa tensile load.
Table 5.3: Comparison of predicting and experimental actuation fatigue lifetimes for multiple
loading conditions
Load Path Min Stress Max Stress Experimental Cycles Predicted Cycles Prior Work
(MPa) (MPa) to Failure to Failure
Constant 200 200 21258 19116 23432
Constant 300 300 9742 7826 8126
Constant 400 400 4889 4869 4581
Linear 300 400 6605 6521 6357
Linear 300 500 5263 5567 4787
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Figure 5.7: Uniaxial truss element actuation fatigue modeling test specimen
on the Lagoudas et al. model from 2012 [95], the necessary modifications to this UMAT were
completed in order to include damage based on the equations derived in Sec. 5.1.2. In terms
of implementation, the UMAT assumes that the local damage from the previous time increment
applies to the current time increment, and the local damage is updated as an additional subfunction
at the end of the UMAT. For verification that the implementation of the damage model in the
UMAT was correctly completed, two test cases were run. These test cases were for a simple 1
element uniaxial truss as shown in Fig. 5.7.
The uniaxial truss element was simulated first in order to verify that the UMAT would run prop-
erly. As mentioned, the damage model was implemented into the UMAT through modification of
an existing UMAT based on the SMA constitutive model from Lagoudas et al. [95]. Therefore,
after the necessary modifications for the damage model were introduced, this simple uniaxial truss
model verified that the model could still run properly, and that the quantities of interest for the
damage model were properly captured. Specifically, in order to utilize the implementation in order
to determine actuation fatigue life for arbitrary shapes and loading paths, it was necessary to deter-
mine the evolution of damage throughout the entire specimen. For the uniaxial truss element, this
means that the damage at all points should evolve in the same manner. Therefore, in order to allow
for modeling of the uniaxial truss element under conditions of interest, and in order to be compara-
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Figure 5.8: Uniaxial
truss element damage
after 1200 thermal ac-
tuation cycles subject to
400 MPa
Figure 5.9: Evolution of damage in uniaxial truss element specimen
over entire actuation fatigue lifetime subject to 400 MPa
ble with the experimental results gathered in Ch. 4 as well as in other actuation fatigue works, the
top side of the specimen was fixed, while a pressure load was applied to the bottom face, resulting
in a stress of 400 MPa throughout the specimens. After application of the load, the temperature
was cycled from 300 ◦C to 150 ◦C, as such mimicking the experimental actuation fatigue cycling
conducted at 400 MPa. Indeed this was captured correctly in that the damage throughout the entire
specimen evolved in the exact same way, as shown in Fig. 5.8 after 1200 cycles. Similarly, it was
necessary to ensure that damage evolved in the expected non-linear manner, which is captured for
the entire actuation fatigue lifetime in Fig. 5.9.
5.3 Coupling Damage Evolution with Stress Redistribution
Over the preceding chapters, it has been discussed how the stress redistributes in the presence
of a stress concentration due to phase transformation within a single phase transformation cycle
for a SMA (based on Ch. 2 and Ch. 3), as well as how damage (stress concentrators) will tend to
nucleate and grow during actuation fatigue (based on Ch. 4 and Ch. 5). Based on these results,
it is now possible to predict the behavior of a SMA actuator within each phase transformation
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cycle throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime of the SMA component. In order to demonstrate
this capability within a practical engineering application, it is possible to consider the effect of a
notch within a flat plate as could be found in many engineering structures. To this end, a notched
flat plate has been modeled under constant axial loading conditions while the plate is thermally
actuated. The notched plate under consideration is shown in Fig. 5.10. In this notched plate, the
plate is 0.5 mm thick, the plate area has a width of 10 mm, and the notch has a radius of 1.5 mm,
with a 0.5 mm offset from the edge, leading to a width of 8 mm along the plane of minimum width.
The plate is fixed at the bottom and loaded along the top surface to 50 MPa while at 300 ◦C. The
temperature is then thermally cycled from 300 ◦C down to 150 ◦C and back up to 300 ◦C.
Figure 5.10: Notched plate utilized to study combined effects of stress redistribution and damage
evolution during cyclic thermal actuation.
As was shown in the notched cylinders studied in Ch. 2, the presence of the notch in the
notched plate is also expected to lead to a multiaxial state of stress eminating from the notch which
acts as a stress concentration. Zooming in on the area close to the notch, the presence of a complex
stress field is indeed present as evidenced in austenite in Fig. 5.11. Furthermore, also in agreement
with Ch. 2, it is also shown in Fig. 5.11 that the von Mises stress redistributes as a function of
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phase transformation during forward phase transformation. The unique addition in this chapter is
that now the evolution of damage can also be studied as a function of the phase transformation, as
shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5.11 for the first thermal actuation cycle.
Figure 5.11: Evolution of temperature, von Mises stress, and internal damage during the first
thermal actuation cycle of a notched plate subjected to 50 MPa at the outer surface
Furthermore, it is also possible to study the evolution of the stress and damage as a function
of repeated thermal actuation, which would be a primary goal of this work. As shown in Fig.
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5.12, it is indeed possible to capture this evolution of damage over multiple thermal actuation
cycles. The data clearly indicates that the damage is highest along the notch wall in the plane of
minimum width. This is expected and does match with the location at which failure is shown to
occur experimentally for this type of notched plate, as was shown by Wheeler et al. [117].
Figure 5.12: Evolution of internal damage in notched plate over 5 actuation cycles
5.4 Conclusion
The fracture of SMA structures subjected to actuation fatigue is a key area of research which
requires careful analysis in order to enable the use of SMAs in a number of new applications. Based
on the X-ray µCT scans performed, the accumulation of damage progresses in a non-linear manner
in SMA actuators as a function of actuation fatigue lifetime. As such, an internal damage evolution
model has been developed and introduced into a SMA constitutive model. Utilizing this non-
linear damage evolution model implemented within the SMA constitutive model has enabled the
prediction of the actuation fatigue lifetime of a SMA component, and the predicted fatigue lifetime
shows a close match to experimental results for a variety of both constant and variable loading
conditions. The developed model can hence be utilized to predict the actuation fatigue lifetime of
a SMA actuator. The power of this model is in the flexibility to determine the actuation fatigue
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lifetime of a SMA actuator under varying mechanical loading conditions. In turn, this ability to
handle varying mechanical loading conditions will allow for the analysis of SMA components in
structures where-in the loading conditions are beyond the standard isothermal or isobaric loading
conditions, as will be experienced in most practical applications.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Considerable interest exists in the use of Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) across a number of
different industries, including the aerospace, biomedical, oil and gas, automotive, and civil in-
dustries. The primary reason for this interest is due to the thermomechanically induced phase
transformation which these alloys exhibit. However considerable work remains to be performed in
order to truly understand how these materials behave and why they do what they do. It is important
to understand the behavior of these alloys both during each individual phase transformation cycle
as well as throughout the lifetime of these alloys.
In this work, various phenomena related to the lifetime of a SMA component have been ana-
lyzed, starting first with the effect of a stress concentration in a single phase transformation cycle
and then looking at how such stress concentrations evolve during the actuation fatigue lifetime of
a SMA component. Specifically, the effect of the phase transformation on the stress redistribution
during a single phase transformation cycle has been analyzed, followed by analysis of the damage
evolution throughout the entire lifetime of a SMA actuator. Both the single phase transformation
cycle and the full lifetime of a SMA actuator have been analyzed through a combination of numer-
ical and experimental techniques. The numerical methods used allow for a wide range of analysis
to be conducted and for the development of various models to attempt to phenomenologically cap-
ture the behavior of SMAs. In addition, the experimental studies conducted serve as validation
points for some of the numerical results obtained. The careful, collaborative use of both types
of analysis methods is required in order to explore a wide range of possible material phenomena
through numerical methods, while ensuring that at least part of the results obtained numerically
are validated experimentally with what actually occurs in the material.
6.1 Simulation of Stress Redistribution in Notched Cylindrical Shape Memory Alloys
During phase transformation, it is well known that the stress within the phase transforming
material will change. This is no different for SMAs. However the novelty for SMAs is that the
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phase transformation is thermomechanically induced. Therefore, as the stress changes within a
SMA during phase transformation, it is therefore not unexpected that the stress redistribution could
have an effect on the phase transformation. However the extent to which this stress redistribution
affects the phase transformation is interesting, particularly for SMAs with stress concentrations.
Utilizing notched cylindrical SMA bars, it has been shown that the stress redistribution has a
significant impact on the phase transformation, regardless of the thermomechanical path utilized to
induce phase transformation. For both the pseudoelastic (isothermal) as well as the thermal actua-
tion (isobaric) loading paths, it has been shown that the phase transformation propagation is highly
dependent on the size of the notch acuity, defined as the ratio of the radius of the plane of minimum
cross section, a, to the radius of the notch, R. Analysis of a range of notch acuity for specimens
under thermal actuation found that for notch acuities below 0.4 ( a
R
< 0.4) the phase transformation
initially goes through the plane of minimum cross-section and then propagates above/below this
plane. For notch acuities greater than 2.5 ( a
R
> 2.5 ), the phase transformation initially propagates
from the notch wall at the plane of minimum cross-section in a spherical pattern, leading to shield-
ing of stress in the rest of the plane of minimum cross-section and therefore causing the rest of this
plane to transform last.
For intermediate notch acuities (0.4 < a
R
< 2.5), a mixture of these phase transformation
propagation patterns exist. The mixture in phase transformation propagation patterns actually
leads to some very interesting behavior for these specimens, including phase transformation re-
versal. While under constant load, the simulations showed that cooling of the specimens lead
to forward phase transformation, which in turn lead to stress redistribution as the phase transfor-
mation progress. However due to the stress redistribution, the stress in certain regions near the
central axis reduce so far that they start to experience reverse phase transformation even though
the temperature continues to drop. Indeed it was shown that for the a
R
= 1.25 specimen, the stress
redistribution due to phase transformation can lead to phase transformation reversal of up to 18%
along the central axis on the plane of minimum cross section.
Another impact of the stress redistribution for specimens in this intermediate range of notch
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acuities is a strong variation in the triaxiality ratio. As has been shown, the triaxiality in the
these specimens can change drastically during phase transformation due to the stress redistribution.
The phase transformation and associated stress redistribution have been shown to cause certain
areas to go into compressive hydrostatic states of stress (due to the spherical phase transformation
propagation pattern), while other areas go into extremely high tensile hydrostatic states of stress.
The effect of the stress redistribution during phase transformation is clearly very significant.
6.2 Experimental Validation of the Effect of Stress Redistribution during Phase Transfor-
mation in Notched Cylindrical Shape Memory Alloy Bars
The results presented in Ch. 2 provide some interesting insight into the possible mechanisms
at play during phase transformation in SMAs with stress concentrations. However some level of
experimental proof is necessary in order to be able to claim that the phenomena presented are truly
occurring within SMA material. It has therefore been shown experimentally that the surface level
strain measurements do correspond well between the numerical and experimental results for both
pseudoelastic as well as thermal actuation loading paths. These surface level measurements were
made through the collaborative use of digital image correlation (DIC), laser extensometry, as well
as optical extensometry.
Furthermore, the use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) allowed for investigation of the
fracture surface of the SMA notched cylindrical bars. It has been shown that for a notch acuity of
2.5 ( a
R
= 2.5 ), the fracture appears to initiate at the notch wall and subsequently propagate inwards
through the remainder of the material. This SEM experimental observation is in agreement with the
numerical results which indicate that the during forward phase transformation, the spherical phase
transformation propagation pattern will tend to localize stress at the notch wall, thereby causing
an excessively high stress near the wall which would therefore serve as a fracture initiation site.
In contrast, for a notched cylindrical SMA bar with a notch acuity of 0.5 ( a
R
= 0.5 ), the SEM
micrographs suggest that fracture initiated in the center of the specimen. When comparing to the
numerical simulations, the fracture in the center of the specimen could be tied back to an increase
in the triaxiality of the specimen along the central axis of the specimen.
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Finally, a series of experiments were also conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in
which notched cylindrical SMA bars were exposed to a neutron beam in order to utilize neutron
diffraction to determine the crystal structure of the notched cylindrical SMA bars through the
plane of minimum cross-section as a function of temperature. The preceding methods do not
allow for live determination of the phase of the material during testing as DIC and extensometry
measurements only provide surface level details and SEM was performed post-mortem. However
the neutron diffraction experiments were conducted in-situ during thermal cycling. Although the
neutron diffraction experiments do not clearly identify phase transformation reversal, the results do
suggest that for the a
R
= 1.25 specimen, the phase transformation appears to pause during cooling,
which is another phenomena that was identified in the numerical simulation results. Therefore, to
the extent possible with the various experimental techniques utilized, it was possible to validate
experimentally a portion of the numerical results presented for notched cylindrical SMA bars.
6.3 Characterization of Damage Evolution during Actuation Fatigue
Most SMA applications will require the SMA to undergo cyclic phase transformation. As such,
it is important to understand how the SMAs will behave throughout their lifetime. When SMAs
are used in a number of applications, it is likely that the phase transformation will be thermally
induced. However the motion of the atoms within a SMA while it is undergoing cyclic phase
transformation will eventually lead to failure due to actuation fatigue.
In studying the actuation fatigue lifetime of SMAs, it is possible to observe the fact that the
elastic and transformation behavior evolve as a function of the number of thermal actuation cycles.
This study has shown that this evolution is indeed a very local behavior, in that the local strains
evolve differently at each material point. Furthermore, surface level observations identified the
formation of cracks throughout the surface of the material, which can help explain the localized
strain variations is identified through DIC.
The key contribution of this work to the understanding of the evolution of damage in SMAs
during actuation fatigue is through the quantification of internal damage through the use of X-Ray
Computed MicroTomography (X-Ray µCT). Multiple actuation fatigue specimens were cycled to
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various predicted actuation fatigue lifetimes ( 2%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%) and imaged with X-Ray
µCT in order to determine how the internal damage changed as a function of these lifetimes. For
reference, a pre and a post failure specimen were also imaged. The data shows a highly non-linear
evolution in internal damage, with a quick rise at the beginning of life, followed by a slow and
steady increase, until an exponential increase in internal damage near the end of life.
Further validation of this damage evolution was determined through analysis of the evolution
of the effective elastic modulus for SMA specimens subjected to actuation fatigue. The data shows
the the effective modulus is nearly constant through approximately 70% of the actuation fatigue
lifetime, and then shows a decrease until the end of life.
6.4 Modeling of Damage Evolution during Actuation Fatigue
Based on the X-ray µCT results presented in Ch. 4 as well as a survey of the existing actu-
ation fatigue damage models, it was determined that a new model able to capture the non-linear
damage evolution was needed. As such a new formulation for the damage evolution is introduced,
incorporating two non-linear terms. The first term accounts for the rapid growth of damage at the
beginning of the actuation fatigue lifetime due to the motion of dislocations as a function of phase
transformation. It is proposed that the phase transformation propagation fronts carry dislocations
which were introduced into the material during forming and processing. In turn as these disloca-
tions pill up, they tend to nucleate the damage identified at an early actuation fatigue lifetime as
shown through the X-Ray µCT results. However as all these dislocations pill up, there is progres-
sively less dislocations able to move, thereby reducing the damage nucleation rate, leading into
the slow growth in damage throughout the intermediate portion of the actuation fatigue lifetime.
Once damage has nucleated within the material, it will tend to slowly grow within the material
until the damage locations tend to coalesce. This growth and coalescence rate tends to behave
exponentially, particularly near the end of the actuation fatigue lifetime.
Using this proposed damage nucleation and growth model, an existing SMA phenomenologi-
cal constitutive model was modified in order to account for this damage growth. This required the
re-derivation of the model, starting with a modified Gibbs free energy function. Based on the mod-
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ified Gibbs free energy, a thermodynamically consistent procedure was utilized to determine four
generalized thermodynamical forces which govern the dissipation of energy in accordance with
the second law of thermodynamics. This modified SMA constitutive model was then implemented
into various simulation software in order to validate the model. Comparison of the model results
for the predicted lifetime of a SMA component to the experimentally obtained lifetime shows good
agreement for both static as well as linearly changing loads.
6.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been shown that the entire lifetime of a SMA component subjected to
fatigue must be carefully analyzed in order to understand what is happening within a single phase
transformation cycle, and how the damage formed within each phase transformation cycle can lead
to further changes in the internal microstructure. In turn this change in the internal stress fields
due to damage formation will lead to changes in the evolution of the phase transformation and a
thorough understanding of the interplay between phase transformation, stress redistribution, and
damage evolution must be established in order to properly model the entire lifetime of a SMA com-
ponent. This work has made careful use of combined numerical and experimental methods in order
to produce far more interesting results than an individual method alone. It is this careful, combined
use of numerics and experiments to understand the behavior of a SMA component throughout its
lifetime which will allow for the use of SMAs in a more widespread manner throughout a number
of industries.
6.5.1 Future Work
The presented work has been able to successfully address a number of issues related to SMAs.
However, it also highlights a number of open items that need to be addressed. One such item
that requires further investigation is the interaction between damage and plasticity during repeated
thermal actuation. Multiple researchers have seen that SMA behavior evolves as a function of the
number of cycles a SMA undergoes. This evolution is frequently modeled through a combination
of the generation of internal stresses as well as the introduction of transformation induced plas-
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ticity (TRIP). However this work has clearly shown that the formation of damage is one of the
contributing factors to the evolution of SMA behavior throughout the actuation fatigue lifetime.
At the same time, results showing high levels of TRIP cannot be thoroughly accounted for due to
the presence of damage (literature has shown it is possible to achieve more than 30% TRIP during
the actuation fatigue lifetime). Therefore, there must be an interplay between TRIP generation and
damage accumulation which should be further explored.
Another area which bears further exploration based on the X-Ray CT results presented in
this work is the connection between damage formation and the two way shape memory effect
(TWSME). Typically TWSME is induced in a SMA after some level of training, and it is generally
agreed that the training introduces stresses in the material which promote this TWSME. However
the present results show that damage accumulates quickly within the SMA during initial cycling.
Therefore, it would be worth investigating the extent to which the stresses introduced by damage
lead to the two way shape memory effect.
A further area of research from this work which bears further consideration is the combination
of stress redistribution with the accumulation of damage. As shown in Ch. 2, phase transformation
leads to the stress redistribution. In notched cylindrical SMA bars, this can have profound impacts
on the thermomechanical response of the SMA. However these results were all presented within
a single thermal cycle. As SMAs are introduced into additional thermal actuation based applica-
tions, it will be necessary to attach them to the structure, typically through the use of holes, rivets,
screws, or other such stress concentrators. When the SMAs undergo phase transformation around
these stress concentrators, the stresses will therefore redistribute. Therefore, under repeated phase
transformation, the damage accumulation around these stress concentrators will need to properly
accounted for in order to ensure safe usage of SMA actuators.
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APPENDIX A
X-RAY COMPUTED MICROTOMOGRAPHY SEGMENTATION SCRIPT
The following Matlab script was utilized to analyze the stack of .tif images output from the
x-ray computed microtomography scans. The general flow is as follows:
• First general input information is given to the program. This general information is required
in order to determine where the images are located, what file to save the results into, and
some numerical values in order to aid in the segmentation procedure.
• The entire stack of images is then pulled into the program and various variables are initial-
ized.
• The number of images under consideration for each loop is then trimmed to only those
images around the current image of interest.
• An averaged image of all the images close to the current image is generated. This averaged
image is used for comparison to the current image of interest in the segmentation procedure.
• The boundary of the specimen in the image is established.
• The current image of interest is compared to the averaged image, and pixels in the current
image above a certain threshold of difference to the averaged image are considered as defects.
• These defective sites in the current image of interest are compared to the previous and next
image in order to minimize false positives.
• The various images generated during the image processing are saved and the data is printed
out and saved for future processing.
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Matlab Code
1 clear;clc
2
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 %Parameters for thresholding and saving
5 boundary_edge_exclusion=15;
6 folderpath='E:\Research\fatigue\xray\500_11_25percentTifs\threshold\';
7 threshold_value=28;
8 min_pixel_value=125;
9 Gx_strength=20;
10 Gy_strength=20;
11 ROI_check=0;
12 image_initial_exclude=15;
13 image_final_exclude=15;
14 defect_info_file='25per_defect_v7.txt';
15 start_image=75;
16 end_image=1000;
17 num_image_for_avg=30;
18
19 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
20 %Initial Image pull
21 images=image_pull(start_image,start_image);
22
23 [r,c]=size(images);
24 tot_num_image=end_image-start_image;
25 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
26 %Initialize interior point sum and defect point sum for final comparison
27 interior_points_image(1:tot_num_image)=0;
28 defect_points_image(1:tot_num_image)=0;
29 image_thresh_enlarge(1:r,1:c)=0;
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30 interior_points_image2(1:tot_num_image)=0;
31 defect_points_image2(1:tot_num_image)=0;
32 defect_points_multilayer(1:tot_num_image)=0;
33
34 fprintf('%7s %9s %10s %9s %10s %17s \n','Image','Defects','Interior','...
Defects2','Interior2','Defects_multi');
35
36 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
37 %Processing Loop
38
39 loop_counter=0;
40 for image_num=image_initial_exclude:(tot_num_image-image_final_exclude)
41 loop_counter=loop_counter+1;
42
43 clearvars -except images image tot_num_image loop_counter len width...
44 folderpath boundary_edge_exclusion threshold_value ...
image_thresh_enlarge...
45 min_pixel_value Gx_strength Gy_strength ROI_check r c top_r left_c...
...
46 image_initial_exclude defect_info_file image_num prev_spec_boundary...
...
47 image_final_exclude interior_points_image defect_points_image ...
48 prev_spec_interior2 interior_points_image2 defect_points_image2 ...
49 defects_cur defects_prev defect_points_multilayer start_image ...
end_image ...
50 num_image_for_avg init_boundary init_boundary2 init_specimen ...
init_specimen2
51
52 if loop_counter==1
53 image=image_pull(start_image+image_initial_exclude,start_image+...
image_initial_exclude+num_image_for_avg);
54 elseif loop_counter==2
55 image_copy=image;
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56 clear image image_thresh_enlarge
57
58 top_r_found=0;
59 bot_r_found=0;
60 left_c_found=0;
61 right_c_found=0;
62 for i=1:r
63 for j=1:c
64 if init_boundary(i,j)==1
65 top_r=i;
66 top_r_found=1;
67 break
68 end
69 end
70 if top_r_found==1;
71 break
72 end
73 end
74 for i=1:r
75 for j=1:c
76 if init_boundary(r-i,j)==1
77 bot_r=r-i;
78 bot_r_found=1;
79 break
80 end
81 end
82 if bot_r_found==1
83 break
84 end
85 end
86
87 for i=1:c
88 for j=1:r
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89 if init_boundary(j,i)==1
90 left_c=i;
91 left_c_found=1;
92 break
93 end
94 end
95 if left_c_found==1
96 break
97 end
98 end
99
100 for i=1:c
101 for j=1:r
102 if init_boundary(j,c-i)==1
103 right_c=c-i;
104 right_c_found=1;
105 break
106 end
107 end
108 if right_c_found==1
109 break
110 end
111 end
112
113
114 len=bot_r-top_r+101;
115 width=right_c-left_c+101;
116
117 for k=1:num_image_for_avg
118 for i=1:len
119 for j=1:width
120 image(i,j,k)=image_copy(top_r-50+i,left_c-50+j,k+1);
121 end
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122 end
123 end
124
125 new_image=image_pull(start_image+image_num+num_image_for_avg+1,...
start_image+image_num+num_image_for_avg+1);
126 for i=1:len
127 for j=1:width
128 image(i,j,num_image_for_avg+1)=new_image(top_r-50+i,left_c...
-50+j);
129 end
130 end
131 else
132 for i=1:num_image_for_avg
133 image(:,:,i)=image(:,:,i+1);
134 end
135
136 new_image=image_pull(start_image+image_num+num_image_for_avg+1,...
start_image+image_num+num_image_for_avg+1);
137 for i=1:len
138 for j=1:width
139 image(i,j,num_image_for_avg+1)=new_image(top_r-25+i,left_c...
-25+j);
140 end
141 end
142 end
143
144 [r,c,num_image]=size(image);
145 image_double=double(image(:,:,(num_image+1)/2));
146
147 if loop_counter==2
148 image_thresh_enlarge(1:r,1:c,1:tot_num_image)=0;
149 end
150 %Average image generation
144
151 avg_image(1:r,1:c)=0;
152 for i=1:r
153 for j=1:c
154 avg_image(i,j)=median(image(i,j,:));
155 end
156 end
157
158 avg_image_uint8=uint8(avg_image);
159
160 %Determine if pixel location within specimen
161 [Gx_image,Gy_image]=imgradientxy(image_double);
162 specimen_boundary(1:r,1:c)=0;
163
164 for i=1:r
165 for j=1:c
166 if sqrt((i-r/2)^2+(j-c/2)^2)<(round(r/2)-5)
167 if image_double(i,j)>min_pixel_value
168 if Gx_image(i,j)>Gx_strength
169 specimen_boundary(i,j)=1;
170 elseif Gx_image(i,j)<((-1)*Gx_strength)
171 specimen_boundary(i,j)=1;
172 elseif Gy_image(i,j)>Gy_strength
173 specimen_boundary(i,j)=1;
174 elseif Gy_image(i,j)<((-1)*Gy_strength)
175 specimen_boundary(i,j)=1;
176 end
177 end
178 end
179 end
180 end
181
182 specimen_boundary2(1:r,1:c)=0;
183 for i=1:c
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184 for j=1:r
185 if specimen_boundary(j,i)==1
186 specimen_boundary2(j:(j+2),i)=1;
187 break
188 end
189 end
190 for j=1:r-1
191 if specimen_boundary(r-j,i)==1
192 specimen_boundary2((r-j-2):(r-j),i)=1;
193 break
194 end
195 end
196 end
197
198 for i=1:r
199 for j=1:c
200 if specimen_boundary(i,j)==1
201 specimen_boundary2(i,j:(j+2))=1;
202 break
203 end
204 end
205 for j=1:c-1
206 if specimen_boundary(i,c-j)==1
207 specimen_boundary2(i,(c-j-2):(c-j))=1;
208 break
209 end
210 end
211 end
212
213
214 col_start_found=0;
215 for i=1:c
216 for j=1:r
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217 if specimen_boundary2(j,i)==1
218 col_start=i;
219 col_start_found=1;
220 break
221 end
222 end
223 if col_start_found==1
224 break
225 end
226 end
227
228 col_end_found=0;
229 for i=1:c
230 for j=1:r
231 if specimen_boundary2(j,max(c-i,1))==1
232 col_end=c-i;
233 col_end_found=1;
234 break
235 end
236 end
237 if col_end_found==1
238 break
239 end
240 end
241
242 row_start(1:c)=0;
243 row_end(1:c)=0;
244
245 for i=col_start:col_end
246 for j=1:r
247 if specimen_boundary2(j,i)==1
248 row_start(i)=j;
249 break
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250 end
251 end
252 end
253
254 for i=col_start:col_end
255 for j=1:r
256 if specimen_boundary2(max(1,(r-j)),i)==1
257 row_end(i)=r-j;
258 break
259 end
260 end
261 end
262
263 %Determine pixels inside specimen
264 specimen_interior(1:r,1:c)=0;
265 for i=col_start:col_end
266 if row_start(i)>0
267 if row_end(i)>0
268 for j=row_start(i):row_end(i)
269 specimen_interior(j,i)=1;
270 end
271 else
272 break
273 end
274 else
275 break
276 end
277 end
278
279 specimen_interior2(1:r,1:c)=0;
280 for i=col_start:col_end
281 if row_start(i)>0
282 if row_end(i)>0
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283 for j=row_start(i):row_end(i)
284 specimen_interior2(j,i)=1;
285 for k=1:boundary_edge_exclusion
286 if specimen_boundary2(min(r,(j+k)),i)==1
287 specimen_interior2(j,i)=0;
288 break
289 elseif specimen_boundary2(max(1,(j-k)),i)==1
290 specimen_interior2(j,i)=0;
291 break
292 elseif specimen_boundary2(j,min(c,(i+k)))==1
293 specimen_interior2(j,i)=0;
294 break
295 elseif specimen_boundary2(j,max(1,(i-k)))==1
296 specimen_interior2(j,i)=0;
297 break
298 end
299 end
300 end
301 else
302 break
303 end
304 else
305 break
306 end
307 end
308
309 specimen_interior_255=specimen_interior.*255;
310 specimen_interior2_255=specimen_interior2.*255;
311
312 if ROI_check==1
313 figure;imshowpair(avg_image,specimen_boundary,'montage');
314 figure;imshowpair(avg_image,specimen_boundary2,'montage');
315 figure;imshowpair(avg_image,specimen_interior,'montage');
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316 figure;imshowpair(avg_image,specimen_interior2,'montage');
317 break
318 end
319
320 if loop_counter==1
321 init_boundary=specimen_boundary;
322 init_boundary2=specimen_boundary2;
323 init_interior=specimen_interior;
324 init_interior2=specimen_interior2;
325 end
326
327 %Highlighting of differences to average
328 image_sub(1:r,1:c)=0;
329 for i=1:r
330 for j=1:c
331 if specimen_interior(i,j)==0
332 image_sub(i,j)=0;
333 else
334 image_sub(i,j)=abs(image_double(i,j)-avg_image(i,j));
335 end
336 end
337 end
338
339 %Normalize images
340 image_max=max(max(image_sub(:,:)));
341 norm_factor=255/image_max;
342 image_norm(:,:)=image_sub(:,:).*norm_factor;
343
344 %Threshold Images
345 image_thresh(1:r,1:c)=255;
346
347 for i=2:r-1
348 for j=2:c-1
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349 for s=-1:1
350 for t=-1:1
351 if image_norm(i+s,j+t)<threshold_value
352 image_thresh(i,j)=0;
353 break
354 end
355 end
356 end
357 end
358 end
359
360 %Increase threshold spot size to account for size criterion
361 image_thresh_enlarge2(1:r,1:c)=0;
362
363 for i=1:r
364 for j=1:c
365 if specimen_interior(i,j)==1
366 if image_thresh(i,j)>0.5
367 if image(i,j)>min_pixel_value
368 for s=-2:2
369 for t=-2:2
370 image_thresh_enlarge(i+s,j+t,image_num)=1;
371 end
372 end
373 end
374 end
375 end
376 if specimen_interior2(i,j)==1
377 if image_thresh(i,j)>0.5
378 if image(i,j)>min_pixel_value
379 for s=-2:2
380 for t=-2:2
381 image_thresh_enlarge2(i+s,j+t)=1;
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382 end
383 end
384 end
385 end
386 end
387 end
388 end
389
390 %check if defect on previous images
391 if (image_num-image_initial_exclude)>1
392 defects_prev2=defects_prev;
393 defects_prev=defects_cur;
394 defects_cur=image_thresh_enlarge2;
395
396 for i=1:r
397 for j=1:c
398 if defects_prev(i,j)==1
399 real_defect=0;
400 for m=1:3
401 for n=1:3
402 if defects_cur(i+m,j+n)==1
403 real_defect=1;
404 break
405 elseif defects_cur(i+m,j-n)==1
406 real_defect=1;
407 break
408 elseif defects_cur(i-m,j+n)==1
409 real_defect=1;
410 break
411 elseif defects_cur(i-m,j-n)==1
412 real_defect=1;
413 break
414 elseif defects_prev2(i+m,j+n)==1
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415 real_defect=1;
416 break
417 elseif defects_prev2(i+m,j-n)==1
418 real_defect=1;
419 break
420 elseif defects_prev2(i-m,j+n)==1
421 real_defect=1;
422 break
423 elseif defects_prev2(i-m,j-n)==1
424 real_defect=1;
425 break
426 end
427 end
428 if real_defect==1
429 break
430 end
431 end
432 if real_defect==0
433 defects_prev(i,j)=0;
434 end
435 end
436 end
437 end
438 elseif (image_num-image_initial_exclude)==1
439 defects_prev=defects_cur;
440 defects_cur=image_thresh_enlarge2;
441 else
442 defects_cur=image_thresh_enlarge2;
443 end
444
445 image_thresh_enlarge_125=image_thresh_enlarge(:,:,image_num).*125;
446 image_thresh_enlarge2_125=image_thresh_enlarge2(:,:).*125;
447
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448 specimen_out=uint8(specimen_interior_255-image_thresh_enlarge_125);
449 specimen_out2=uint8(specimen_interior2_255-image_thresh_enlarge2_125);
450
451 %Save images
452 if image_num<10
453 image_num_str=strcat('00',num2str(image_num));
454 elseif image_num<100
455 image_num_str=strcat('0',num2str(image_num));
456 else
457 image_num_str=num2str(image_num);
458 end
459
460 if image_num<10
461 image_num_str_min1=strcat('00',num2str(image_num-1));
462 elseif image_num<101
463 image_num_str_min1=strcat('0',num2str(image_num-1));
464 else
465 image_num_str_min1=num2str(image_num-1);
466 end
467
468 bound_defect=max(specimen_boundary2,image_thresh_enlarge2);
469
470 %Save threshold image
471 filename=strcat('threshold_',image_num_str,'.tif');
472 pathname=[folderpath filename];
473 imwrite(image_thresh_enlarge(:,:,image_num),pathname);
474
475 %Save specimen boundary image
476 filename2=strcat('boundary_',image_num_str,'.tif');
477 pathname=[folderpath filename2];
478 imwrite(specimen_boundary,pathname);
479
480 %Save specimen boundary image
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481 filename2=strcat('boundary2_',image_num_str,'.tif');
482 pathname=[folderpath filename2];
483 imwrite(specimen_boundary2,pathname);
484
485 %Save specimen
486 filename=strcat('specimen_',image_num_str,'.tif');
487 pathname=[folderpath filename];
488 imwrite(specimen_out,pathname);
489
490 %Save specimen2
491 filename=strcat('specimen2_',image_num_str,'.tif');
492 pathname=[folderpath filename];
493 imwrite(specimen_out2,pathname);
494
495 %Save specimen boundary and defects
496 filename=strcat('boundary_defect_',image_num_str,'.tif');
497 pathname=[folderpath filename];
498 imwrite(bound_defect,pathname);
499
500 %Save threshold2 image
501 filename=strcat('threshold2_',image_num_str,'.tif');
502 pathname=[folderpath filename];
503 imwrite(image_thresh_enlarge2,pathname);
504
505 %Save multilayer threshold image
506 if (image_num-image_initial_exclude)>1
507 filename=strcat('threshold2_multilayer_',image_num_str_min1,'.tif')...
;
508 pathname=[folderpath filename];
509 imwrite(defects_prev,pathname);
510 end
511
512 %Add total interior points and total defect points
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513 interior_points_image(image_num)=sum(sum(specimen_interior));
514 defect_points_image(image_num)=sum(sum(image_thresh_enlarge(:,:,...
image_num)));
515
516 interior_points_image2(image_num)=sum(sum(specimen_interior2));
517 defect_points_image2(image_num)=sum(sum(image_thresh_enlarge2));
518
519 if (image_num-image_initial_exclude)>1
520 defect_points_multilayer(image_num)=sum(sum(defects_prev));
521 else
522 defect_points_multilayer(image_num)=sum(sum(image_thresh_enlarge2))...
;
523 end
524
525 fprintf('%7i %9i %10i %9i %10i %17i \n',image_num,defect_points_image(...
image_num),interior_points_image(image_num),defect_points_image2(...
image_num),interior_points_image2(image_num),...
defect_points_multilayer(image_num));
526 end
527
528 %Save stats to file
529 fileID=fopen(defect_info_file,'w');
530 fprintf(fileID,'%7s %9s %10s %20s %9s %10s %20s %9s %20s \r\n','Image','...
Defects','Interior','Defect Percentage','Defects_2','Interior_2','...
Defect Percentage_2','Defects Multilayer','Multilayer Defect Percentage...
');
531 for k=1:tot_num_image
532 if defect_points_image(k)==0
533 image_defect_percent(k)=0;
534 else
535 image_defect_percent(k)=(defect_points_image(k)/...
interior_points_image(k))*100;
536 end
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537 if defect_points_image2(k)==0
538 image_defect_percent2(k)=0;
539 else
540 image_defect_percent2(k)=(defect_points_image2(k)/...
interior_points_image2(k))*100;
541 end
542 if defect_points_multilayer(k)==0
543 image_multilayer_percent2(k)=0;
544 else
545 image_multilayer_percent2(k)=(defect_points_multilayer(k)/...
interior_points_image2(k))*100;
546 end
547 fprintf(fileID,'%7i %9i %10i %20f %9i %10i %20f %9i %20f \r\n',k,...
defect_points_image(k),interior_points_image(k),...
image_defect_percent(k),defect_points_image2(k),...
interior_points_image2(k),image_defect_percent2(k),...
defect_points_multilayer(k),image_multilayer_percent2(k));
548 end
549
550 interior_point_sum=sum(interior_points_image);
551 defect_point_sum=sum(defect_points_image);
552 total_defects_percentage=(defect_point_sum/interior_point_sum)*100;
553 fprintf(fileID,'\r\n \r\n %24s \n \t %5.2f \n','Total Defect Percentage',...
total_defects_percentage);
554 fclose(fileID);
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